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Lord, Thou hast willed, and I execute.

A new light breaks upon the earth,

A new world is born.

The things that were promised are fulfilled.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Conunued from the ssue of April 24, 1974)

(Thus new seres of answers by the Mother to questons put by the chldren of
the Ashram appeared for the first time m the Bulletin of the Sri Aurobindo
International Centre of Education but in a somewhat incomplete form. We
now give, n a new English translation, the full text as t was taped, with here
and there a few specal addtons or modfications made by the Mother at the

time of us first publicaton n French n February 1968.)

DECEMBER 12, 1956 (Contd.)

I have a question here which is a bit childish. Someone has asked:

"Why are some people intelligent and others not ? Why can some people do certain
thangs and others can't ??

IT is as though you asked why everybody was not equal! Then that would mean that
there would be only one single thing, one single thing repeated indefinitely which
would constitute the whole universe . . . . I don't know, but it seems to me that it
wouldn't be worth the trouble to have a universe for that, it would be enough to have
just one thmg !

But the moment one admits the principle of multiplicity and of not having two
similar things in the universe, how can you ask why they are not the same? It is Just
because they are not so, because there are no two similar things.

Behind that there is something else of which one is not conscious, but it is very
simple and very childish. It is this: since there is an infinite diversity, since some are
of one kind and others of a lesser kind, well (of course here one doesn't say this to
oneself but it is there, hidden in the depth of the being, in the core of the ego), why
am I not, I, of the best kind? There we are. In fact that comes to complaming that
one happens not to be of the best kind! If you look attentively at questions like this:
"Why do some have much and others little? Why are some wise and others not so?
Why are some mtelhgent and not others?" etc., behind that there is: Why don't I
have all that can be had and why am I not all that one can be? ... Naturally, one
doesn't say this to oneself, because one would feel ridiculous, but it is there.

There, then. Now has anyone anything to add to what we have just said? ... You
have all understood qmte well? Everything I have said? Nobody wants to say ....

(A teacher:) The use we make of tme seems to us a httle "mpossble?'.

Well, wait for a century or two and it will become possible! (Laughter)
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You are told that today's impossibility is the possible of tomorrow- but these
are very great tomorrows!

(Silence)

I have another question about what I told you the other day, when we discussed
the distinction between will and "willings". I told you that "willings" -what Sri
Aurobindo calls "willings" - are movements arising, not from a higher consciousness
coming down into the being and expressing itself in action, but from impulses or in
fluences from outside. We reserved the word "will" to express what in the individual
consciousness is the expression of an order or impulse coming from the truth of the
being, from the truth of the individual - his true being, his true self: you follow?
That we call will. And all impulses, actions, movements arising in the being which are
not that, we said were willings. And I told you in fact that without knowing it or at
times even knowing it, you are put into movement by influences coming from out
side which enter in without your even being aware of them and raise up in you what
you call "the will" that this particular thingmay happen or that other not happen, etc.

So I am asked:

What s the nature of these influences from outsde ? Could you give us an explana
ton of their working ?

Naturally these influences are of very diverse kinds. They may be studied from
a psychological point of view or from an almost mechamcal standpoint, the one trans
lating the other usually, that is, the mechanical phenomenon comes about as a sort
of result of the psychological one.

There are very few people in whom the will of the being expresses that deeper
inner truth, and even in the very best this happens very rarely.

(After a slence the Mother contnues.) The individual consciousness extends far
beyond the body; even the subtle physical, which is yet material compared with the
vital being and in certain conditions almost visible, extends at times considerably
beyond the visible limits of the physical body. This subtle physical is constituted of
active vibrations which enter into contact or mingle with the vibrations of the subtle
physical of others, and this reciprocal contact gives nse to influences - naturally the
most powerful vibrations get the better of the others. For example, as I have told you
already several times, if you have a thought, this thought clothes 1tself 1n subtle
vibrations and becomes an entity which travels and moves about in the earth-atmo
sphere seeking to realise itself as best it can, and it bemng one amongmillions, naturally
there is a multiple and entangled interaction as a result of which things don't take
place in too simple and schematic a fashion.

What you call yourself, the individual being enclosed withm the limits of your
present consciousness, is constantly imbued with vibrations of this kind, coming from
outside and very often presenting themselves under the form of suggestions, in the
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sense that, apart from a few exceptions, the action takes place first in the mental field,
then becomes vital, then physical. I want to make clear that it is not a question of
the pure mind here, but of the physical mind; for in the physical consciousness itself
there is a mental activity, a vital activity and a purely material activity, and all that
takes place in your physical consciousness, in your body consciousness and bodily
activity, goes in first under the form of vibrations of the mental kind, hence under the
form of suggestions. Most of the time these suggestions enter into you without your
being in the least conscious of them; they go in, arouse in you some sort of response,
then spring up in your consciousness as though it were your own thought, your own
will, your own impulse; but that happens just because you are unconscious of the
process of their infiltration.

These suggestions are very numerous, manifold, various, each with very, very
different qualities, but they may be classified mto three principal orders. First (and
these are hardly perceptible to the ordinary consciousness; they become perceptible
only to those who have already reflected much, observed much, studied well their own
being), these are what could be called collective suggestions.

When a being is born upon earth, he is born perforce in a certain country and a
certain environment. Due to his physical parents he is born in a social, cultural,
national, sometimes religious group; a group of habits of thought, of understanding,
offeeling, conceiving; all sorts of constructions which at first are mental, then become
vital habits and finally material modes of being. To put things more clearly, you are
born in a certain country, and that society has a collective idea of its own and that
religion has a collective "construction" of its own which is usually very hard set. You
are born in it. Naturally, when you are very young, you are altogether unaware of
it, but it acts upon your formation - that formation, that slow formation through
hours and hours, through days and days, experiences and experiences, which gra
dually builds up a consciousness. You are enclosed in it as beneath a bell-glass. It is
a kind of constructionwhich covers and in a way protects you, but in other ways limits
you considerably. All this you absorb without being even aware of it and this makes the
subconscious basis of your own construction. This subconscious base will act upon
you throughout your life, if you do not take care to free yourself from it. And to lib
erate yourself from it, first of all youmust become aware of it; and it is this first step
that is the most difficult, for this formation was so subtle, it was made when you were
not yet a conscious bemg, when you had just fallen altogether dazed from another
world into this one (laughng) and all that happened without your participating in
the least in it. Consequently, it does not even occur to you that there could be some
thing there to know, and still less something you must get rid of. And it is quite
remarkable that when for some reason or other one does become aware of the hold
of this collective suggestion, one realises at once that a very assiduous and prolonged
labour is necessary 1 order to get out of it. But there the problem does not end.

You live surrounded by people. These people themselves have desires, stray
wishes, 1mpulses which are translated 1n them and have all kinds of causes, but take
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in their consciousness an mdividual form. For example, to put it m quite practical
terms: you have a father, a mother, brothers, sisters, friends, comrades; each one
has his way of feeling, willing, and all those with whom you are in relation expect
something from you, even as you expect something from them. That something they
do not always express to you, but it is more or less conscious m their bemg, and this
makes formations. These formations, according to each one's capacity for thought
and the strength of his vitality, are more or less powerful, but they have their own
little strength which is usually much the same as yours; and so what those around
youwant, desire, hope or expect from you enters in this way under the form of sugges
tions very rarely expressed, but which you absorb without resisting and which sudden
ly awaken within you a similar desire, a similar will, a similar impulse .... That hap
pens from morning to evening, and again from evening to morning, for these things
don't stop whilst you are sleeping, but on the contrary, very often are accentuated,
because your consc10usness is no longer awake, watching and protectmg you to some
extent.

And this is quite common; so common that it is quite natural and so natural that
you need special circumstances and quite unusual occasions to become aware of it.
Naturally, it goes without saying that your own responses, your own impulses, your
own wishes have a similar mfluence on others, and that all this becomes a marvellous
mixture in which the reason of the strongest is always the best!

If the problem stopped there, one could yet come out of the mess; but there is a
complication. This terrestrial world, this human world is invaded constantly by the
forces of the neighbouring world, that is, of the vital world, the subtler region beyond
the quaternary earth-atmosphere;1 and this vital world, which is not under the in
fluence of psychic forces or the psychic consciousness, is essentially a world of ill-will,
of disorder, disequilibrium, indeed of all the most anti-divine things one could
imagine. This vital world is constantly entering the physical world, and being much
more subtle than the physical, it is very often quite imperceptible except to a few rare
individuals. There are entities, beings, wills, some sort of individualities in that
world, who have all kinds of intentions and use every opportunity either to amuse
themselves if they are small beings or to do harm and create disorder if they are beings
with a greater capacity. And these latter have a very considerable power of impregna
tion and suggestion, and wherever there is the least opening, the least affinity, they
rush in, for it is a game which delights them.

Bes1des, they are very thirsty or hungry for certain human vtal vibrations which
are for them a rare dish they love to feed upon; and so their game lies in exciting perni
c1ous movements in man so that man may give out these forces and they be able to
feed on them as they hke. All movements of anger, violence, pass1on, desire, all these
things due to which you throw out certain energies abruptly from yourself, are exactly
what these entities of the vital world like above all things, for, as I said, they enjoy
them like a sumptuous dish. Now, their tactics are simple: they send you just a httle

1 Cons1stung of the four principles physical, vital, mental and psych1c
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suggestion, a little impulse, a small vibration which enters deep into you and through
contagion or sympathy awakens in you the vibration necessary for you to throw out
the force they want to absorb.

There it is a little more easy to recognise the influence, for, if you are the least
bit attentive, you become aware of something suddenly awakened within you. For
example, those who are in the habit of losing their temper, if they have attempted
ever so little to control their anger, they will find something coming from outside or
climbing from below which really takes hold of their consciousness and arouses anger
m them. I don't mean that everybody is capable of this discernment; I am speaking
of those who have tried to understand their being and control 1t. These adverse sugges
tions are easier to distinguish than, for instance, your response to the will or desire
of a being who is like you, another human being, who consequently acts upon you
without your getting a clear impression of something coming from outs1de: the vibra
tions are too alke, too similar in their nature, and you have to be muchmore attentive
and have a much sharper discernment to realise that these movements which seem to
go out from you are not really yours but come from outside. But with the adverse
forces, if one is in the least sincere and observes oneself attentively, one becomes aware
that it is something in the being which answers an influence, an impulse, a suggestion,
even something very concrete at times, which enters the being and produces similar
vibrations.

There, then. That is the problem.
The remedy?... It is always the same: good will, sincerity, clear-sightedness,

patience- oh! an untiring patience and a perseverance which assures you that what
you have not succeeded 1n doing today, you will succeed m doing another time, and
makes you go on trymg until you succeed.

And this takes us back to Sri Aurobindo's sentence: if this control seems to
you quite mmpossible today, well, that means that not only will 1t be possible, but that
it will be realised later.



THE MOTHER'S STATEMENT
ON HOW PAVITRA (PHILIPPE BARBIER

ST.-HILAIRE) PASSED AWAY ON MAY 16, 1969

IT was very interesting, the experience I had that night. Nothmg hke it I ever had
in my life. It was the night before the day he passed away. The time was 9 o'clock.
I felt he was withdrawing, withdrawing in an extraordinary manner. He was coming
out of himself and gathering and pouring himself into me. He was coming out con
sciously and deliberately with the full force of a concentrated will. He continued to
do so steadily, ceaselessly for hours. It ended at about r o'clock, I looked at the time.

There was no slackness or interruption or stop at any moment. It was through
out the same steady continuous flow, without a break, without a diminution in the
strength. Such a concentrated undiminishing stream it was. The process continued
until he was wholly within me as though he was pumping and exhausting all he was in
the body till the last drop. I say it was wonderful - I never experienced such a thing.
The flow stopped when there was very little left m the body: I let the body remain
as long as it was needed for the work to continue, till long, qmte long after the doctors
declared it dead.

As he was in life, he could not have done the thing, I did not expect it of him, it
must have been some past life of his that was at work and did the thing. Not many
Yogis, not even the greatest among them could do such a thing. There he is within
here, quite wakeful, looking in a rather amused way at what you people are doing.
He is merged in me wholly, that 1s dwelling within me, not dissolved: he has his per
sonality intact. Amr1ta 1s different. He is there outs1de, one of you, one among you
people moving about. At times, of course, when he wants to take rest and repose he
comes and lodges here. A remarkable story. A great and very difficult thing Pavitra
has done.



A HIPPIE'S LETTER AND THE MOTHER'S
RESPONSE

THE LETTER

January 30, 1973
My Beloved Mother,

I am writing on behalf of my brothers and sisters, the young men and women of
the West. Your latest message, that the Ashram Guest Houses should not "shelter
Hippies", hurt deep inmy heart. How often I have heard these words from those of a
different generation and consciousness 1n Europe and the United States, whose ten
dency to fear and destroy anything new, anything that threatens their old patterns, has
only alienated more the youth to whom they apply this term. What is a "Hippie"? 
someone who has long hair, who wears unconventional clothes, who takes drugs, who
is not clean? Is it a state of consciousness or merely an outer appearance? And how
is it determined whether a person is or 1s not one?

Mother, I write frommy heart because if this attitude had been taken one year ago
I would not have been here now, nor would many people I know in Auroville and
Pondicherry. Young people of America and Europe are often so discouraged and
sickened by the life around them, by the blindness of their society, their govern
ments, that 1n a desperate attempt to dissociate themselves from all that they feel
within is false and unloving, they adopt unconventional life styles, and deliberately
break the old codes; they even may take drugs because they believe this may
help them find the new consciousness which they innately know is manifesting on
earth. W1thm, many are sad, lonely and confused, for although they see that the old
ways must go, they are unable to find new ways that are lasting and satisfying I speak
frommy own experience, Mother, this sickness eventually drives one to leave country,
family and security, and go out seeking the true Home- and for some, India beckons
strongly and intimately. Perhaps they arrive on these shores still carrymg the trap
pings of their rebellion and confusion, probably many will never find their way out
of the darkness, but some- and not few- carry the flame in their hearts and are
only waiting to be opened, to be shown the straight of the true path. Mother, if
these refugees of a sick Western culture, this generat10n born with something
different inside, cannot find shelter in Your arms, then where can they go?

Of course, certain ways of behavior cannot be sanctioned, and maybe today's
youth know only how to abuse the new freedom allowed to them. But what saddens
me is this broad use of a word which throws millons of uniquely different individuals
into one negative category, and encourages narrowness on the part of those who, for
whatever reasons, want to close all doors to these lost but seeking young.

Should one be Judged by what he seems, or by his willingness and ability to
change?
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I pray to you, Mother, do not let begin here the react1onism that has perhaps
irrevocably separated the generations m the West. We are all Your children; no
matter inwhat condition we come to You, Your Grace can transform the entire being,
and make the spirit w1thm stand forward, clear and strong and purified.

All my love and devotion,
At the service of Truth.

THE RESPONSE

Conveyed by M. P. Pandit

The question has been raised: "Who is a Hippie? And why should he be kept
out of the Ashram Guest Houses?'' It is asked whether one is a Hippie if he has long
hair, wears unconventional clothes, is unclean or takes drugs. The Mother is categoric
that for our purposes those that are unclean, those that take drugs, are to be kept out.
Those that are not unclean, do not take drugs, are welcome, even if they have long
hair, even if they wear unconvent10nal clothes. Even those who are unclean and take
drugs, but promise to become clean and stop drugs, will be received in Her open arms,
given a chance.

The Mother objects to uncleanliness for reasons of safety. For in this country,
one may catch any serious disease even leprosy- in that condition.

The Mother objects to drugs because they lower the consciousness while our
obJect is to raise the consciousness. Drugs induce vital experiences which people
mistake for spmtual experiences and then they go astray.

The wearing of unconventional clothes was questioned by some Sadhakas on
the grounds of decency. The Mother said, "No, I am not concerned with that. I am
out to break convent10ns." She also said that She was concerned with drugs and
cleanliness only for the reasons She had stated and for no others.

Those who want to change will always be given a chance
1-2-1973



SOME TALKS OF SRI AUROBINDO BEFORE 1926

(FROM OLD NOTES)

I SHOULD like to have more information about the fact that Swami Ramalingam built
a temple symbolic of his path and the aim in his Sadhana. The temple had no image in
1t but seven screens of seven colours: black, blue, green, red, gold, white andmixed
(Mayashakti, Knyashakti, Parashakti, Ichhashakti, Jnanashakti, Adishakti and Chit
shakti)' indicating the sevenplanes of consciousness. On a fixed day in the year a crowd
of pilgrims assembled there to see the temple opened screen by screen, ultimately
revealing an effulgent sun. The mearung is that when the Sadhaka passed through
the seven planes the last one perfectedmhim the golden body by changmg the physical
body mto light. I was talking to Mirra2 about Ramalingam. She said her teacher in
occultism, Theon, also had the same system of the seven planes of consciousness
though he gave them queer names· for mstance, one, perhaps of Ananda, he called
Pathetique (Plane of Feeling). He had a remarkable mtuit10n about the coming down
of the Supermmd and about the new race of Supermen. He also believed that when
you reached the seventh plane you would get the corps gloreux, the glorious or illu
mmed body - the supramentalized body. According to him, the radiant body has a
certain something which he called elasticity- something similar to the Yogic suddhi of
anima. I got the intuition about this anmawhen I was in Jail, not by becoming small
but by bemg endowed with a certam subtlety in the physical body - the power to
throw away automatically all oppression, fatigue, disease, discomfort of heat and cold,
etc. When we are in a high poise in Sadhana, something of this comes mto the body
- a faint glow of it and not its fullness. If the fullness were there, then the whole
work would be done.

Death is only a mechanism for further development of the being in its transforma
tion. You can throw away the body voluntarily mstead of death being forced upon
you. The real thing is to make disease impossible. Merely curing diseases is not
the aim, though 1t has some utility until you attain the anzmii in order to preserve
the body.

Theon's wife was a great Sadhika with a vast knowledge of the psychic planes
andwith large psychic powers. Theonhad a very wide and elastic mind, but, like most
Westerners, was poorly developed in the control of the vital plane. With his rich
and plastic mmd and the psychic knowledge gained throughhis wife, he could develop
and help others develop certain psychic faculties to their utmost Theon knew
that he was not meant to succeed but had only come to prepare the way to a
certain extent for others to come and perfect it. But afterwards the disciples around
him made him believe himself to be the man destined to bring down the Supermind

' Editor's Note The last-named 1s possibly "Sukharambha Chutshakt"" (according to information
received from Tulsram who has helped to fill two or three gaps mn thus part of the Notes)

" The name by whch the Mother was known at that time (Ed1tor)
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into the physical plane, and naturally the whole thing came to a smash. The wife
saw that the Supermmnd was not to be attained by them and that the venture had
failed for the time and so she gave up her body. It was she who had been supporting
Theon with her knowledge and powers; without her he was nothing and naturally
after her death the entire proJect suffered shipwreck.

The intuition about bringing down the Supramental into the physical body is
a very ancient one. But the ancients do not seem to have had knowledge of the neces
sary conditions for its commg down. The mental being has been very largely, almost
exhausuvely, worked upon by the old Rishis, Siddhas and Yogins. The vital being
also, though not, I think, m the right way. They developed the vital being for its
own sake. They do not appear to have prepared it as a passive channel for the
Supramental to come down and mamfest itself.

What I find is that it is not necessary to have a rich and full development of the
mental, vital and physical bemgs for bringing down the Supramental It is enough
if there is a sufficient basis to start the higher working Too nch a development is
an obstacle sometimes. I find that what the mmd attams with great effort is easily
attained after 1t is accompanied by the Supramental. Whatever 1s necessary 1s brought
down with the descent, because the Supramental carries with it its fullness. In my
own case I found the mental development an obstacle, but I had to go through
1t in order to get the needed knowledge. Mmd is hke an infinite snake coiling round
and round in mnfinrte ways.



UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF SRI AUROBINDO

I

THE first conditions of this Yoga are
() A complete sincerity and surrender in the bemng. The divine life and the

transformat10n of the lower humanmto the higher divine nature must be made the sole
aim of all the life. No attachments, desires or habits of the mind, heart, vital being or
body should be clung to which come in the way of this one aspiration and one object
of the life. One must be ready to renounce all these completely as soon as the demand
comes from above and from the drvine Shakti.

2) A fundamental calm, peace and purity in the mind, vital being and all the
nature.

The hours of meditation should be devoted to the formation of these two condi
tons 1n you, by aspiration and by self-observation and rejection of all that disturbs
the nature or keeps it troubled, confused and impure. Aspiration if rightly done,
quietly, earnestly and sincerely, brings the divine help from above to effect this object.

As to the hours devoted to work, needs, family, etc., they can be made an aid only
on the following conditions.

() To regard all these things as not belongmg to yourself, your inner being, but
as things external, work to be done so long as 1t remains on your shoulders to the best
of your ab1lrty without desire or attachment of any kind.

(2) To do all work as a sacrifice without any egoistic motive.
3) To establish and deepen the inner calm and quiet. If that is done, all these

thmgs will be felt more and more as external and the falling off of desire and attach
ment will become possible.

For getting rid of passion the same condition Ifyou separate yourself from these
movements and establish calm and peace inside, the passions may still rise on the sur
face, but they will be felt to be external movements and you can deal wth them or call
down the divine aid to get rid of them. So long as the mind does not fall quiet, it is not
possible to deal finally with the vital being from which these forces r1se.

20-5-1927

2

As long as one has the sense of duty to family or person or institute or country one
ought to fulfil the duty. It is only when the duties have been discharged or all sense
of responsibility for them has been renounced that one is free to practise and progress
unhindered in the Yoga.

December, 1927



AUROVILLE-
A CITY FOR THE MEN OF TOMORROW

WHEN THE PAST AND THE FUTURE EXCHANGE THEIR PROMISES

(Wth grateful acknowledgments to Figaro Litteranre of Saturday, 9 March
1974, we are pubhshung an Englsh translaton of the artcle by Andre Brn
court, a ma;or ;ournalist and editor. The rendering had to be a little free in
one or two places in order to make the sense of the original pass effectively
into the new language.

Monseur Brncourt came to Inda partcularly because of hs keen nterest
n Sr Aurobndo's thought and work no less than n the tradtonal sprtualty of
this country. He stayed for over a week in an Ashram Guest House. Hs man
ob;ect of study was Aurovzlle against the background of the Ashram. Figaro
Litteraire s one of the most widely read intellectual and artistic weeklies zn
France And M. Brncourt's artcle was us front-page feature, accompanied
by several pctures some from photographs by Dominque -wth ponted
write-ups under them

It s both interesting and suggestive to see a modern Westerner's reactions
to the living ideals of the Ashram and Aurovlle, whether the reactions be po
stve or sem-crtcal. The writer links up the new life here wth the general
awakening both an Inda and the world )

TEN kilometres from Pondicherry, youngsters who have come from all the corners
of the world participate m one of the most amazmg adventures of our time. Inspired
by the doctrines of the great Indian philosopher Sri Aurobindo (whose Birth Cente
nary was celebrated two years ago), they are building the City of the Future: Auroville.
Is 1t a mirage? An act of faith inman? Towards which crvlsaton do they turn while
refusmg ours? It 1s to try to answer these questions that I came to see and hsten
on the spot.

Yesterday they said, "The Indies." The passage from the plural to the singular
erases in no way the vertiginous diversity of this country of contrasts and contraries;
but how can one not fail to see there, on the difficult way which leads from indepen
dence to unity, an admirable will to synthesis?

The spirit of synthesis 1s the hght and hope of India, its gods' most generous les
son, the true source of energy where past and present exchange their promises- it
could be the answer of the most advanced technology to the most profound spirituality.

I was in Bombay visiting the bmldmgs of that impressive centre of Fundamental
Research of the Tata Foundation, created in honour of the great physicist Homi
Bhabha, to whom Science and Art asserted themselves in modern India, under the
pressure of imagination, as a new form of Humamsm. And 1t was dunng my talk
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with J. R. D. Tata- pioneer of Civil Aviation, master of the vastest industrial empire
m India - that I understood the meaning that could have in it a real philosophy of
action: the philosophy which, answering to the millennial angmsh, could permit
one to escape from the endless Wheel of vicissitudes.

However, the most conspicuous social successes of J. R. D. Tata (the iron-and
steel complex of Jamshedpur, employing 4oo,ooo workers) only answer these ambi
tions in the measure that, according to his "ethic", wisdom joins hands with dynamic
push.

Because, mhis deepest self, and probably because, enthusiastically and generously
playing Nehru's bet, he wanted to shake off the immobilism, the fatalism and the
paralysing system of castes, J. R. D. Tata realises that India does not expect A Solu
tion from the West but must find once more, by Some Inner Solution, its own image.

Vivekananda said: "Each nation, like each indrvdual, has in its life a funda
mental note, around which the other notes of the harmony come to group themselves.
If it rejects the principle of its vitality, the guidance transmitted through centuries, a
nauon dies. In India, religious life is the tonal key of the whole accord." And did not
Jawaharlal Nehru, the Socialist, the Rationalist, confide to Andre Malraux: "Huma
nity lacks something essential a kind of spiritual element which holds in harness
the scientfc power of modern man'?

We were having a Whiskey at the bar of the TaJ Mahal Hotel of Bombay and
J.R. D. Tata confided tome, amongst other examples of the researches pursued now
m his Chemical Centres, that the treatment of cow-dung could allow one to envisage
new sources of energy capable of bringing, in addition to fertilisers, heat and light.

I perhaps surprised him somewhat by answering him that it was a sign of the gods.
But the sacred cow poses a grave enough problem for us not to smile and the word
"cow" in Sanskrit (go) means also light. (Govinda, the name of Krishna, means the
keeper of the cow and the holder of the light.) Let us beware of symbols: they are
here the expression of synthesis.

Upon coming back that very day from the island of Elephanta, one of the holiest
spots dedicated to Shiva who, in the light hidden in the heart of shadow, reveals h1s
three faces, I made a strange discovery: the "lingam", the phallic symbol of the vital
force of Shiva, god of energy and destruction, has exactly the same form as the cupola
of the atomic reactor one can see on the mainland. It is not such a mad thought to
have, that this could be an Indian truth.

In any case it is in that state of mind that I approached one of the most astound
ing experiments "active" India presents today to our thought. I mean Auroville, that
city of the future which is, first of all, a profession of faith.

Resignation and non-v10lence were and are still today an Indian reality, yet they
express in no way the deepest currents in which, to the contrary and accordmg to the
Vedic law, action manifests itself. But the Bhagavad Gita calls us to the highest tradi
tion: it is indeed to fight that Arjuna the hero is drawn, m spite of his protestations, in
the chariot driven by the divine Krishna.
2
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Is it an accident that the greatest thinkers were also the greatest revolutionaries?
The prmciples of action of Sri Aurobindo are the other side of the truth taught by
Mahatma Gandhi in his principles of non-violence.

Dreamers are not passive Yogis, for their dreams take shape- whether we
talk of Ram Mohan Roy, the first promotor of the religious awakening of nationalist
inspiration destined to liberate India from social injustice and foreign dommation;
of Dayananda and his victory over 1lliteracy in the northern provinces; of
Vivekananda, disciple of the great mystic Ramakrishna, and his struggle against all
forms of superstition; of Vmoba Bhave, obtaining two million hectares ofland to dis
tribute to the poor (which the bureaucracy will not know how to use), or of Sri
Aurobindo giving birth to the major Utopia: a city built by men come for their self
discovery and building their own selves.

It is not without reservations that I came to see, 1f not to judge upon the
spot, this strange experiment. I had promised myself that I would discriminate be
tween illusion, folklore, goodwill, defiance and renunciation The problem is put quite
differently.

First, let us recall the facts.
Aurovlle is directly inspired from the doctrine of Sri Aurobindo which is taught

at the Ashram of Pond1cherry, one of the most radiating spiritual hearths of Ind1a.

A Spiritual Reality

"Here thought is act10n." To conduct us towards this "adventure of conscious
ness", spirituality refuses none of the most modern technical acquisitions and m
its philosophy it opens to the theory of evolution which leads man to surpass himself
in order to attain unity. In this sense, he meetsby another path, with another
language, but by the same "energetics" where matter and spirit are reconciled
Telhard de Chardin.

Sri Aurobindo is truly the man of syntheses; his teaching, like that of "the
Mother" who succeeded him m the direction of the Ashram, can indeed appear,
according to his own expression, as "the Indian answer to the questions put by the
West .... "

It is 10 kilometres from Pondicherry, in the barren red soil of the Tamils, that
the city named Aurovlle is taking shape httle by little - according to an architectural
plan of marvellous audacity (owed to the French architect Roger Anger and his
team) but more surely thanks to the inner elan of those who participate m the
adventure and, doing so, give a new sense to life and to self-discovery.

The Contrary of Refusal and Refuge

We are very far from the simple fascination of the East even if fashion or,
worse, a certain snobbism finds m it today a certainmeans ofmind-perversion. I have
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not seen any de luxe hippies, and I did not seek the Mediterranean Club of the Gurus.
I have seen Louis, son of a hotel-keeper of Nice, directing the polyester workshop

where the young Tamilians chop and cut mica to decorate and give a soul to objects
of "des1gn" style: I have visited the Press where one utilises the sumptuous paper
hand-made by women in sans; I have seen Piero, a Florentine architect who partici
pates in the construct10n of the "Matrimandir", the spherical temple around which
the city must blossom; I have met Thomas, the German baker; Francoise who works
at the publicity office; Barun, Rabindranath Tagore's grand-nephew, who looks after
the Auroville publications; Jacques, a Paris journalist, who from now on dedicates
himself to the educative experiment of "free progress" with the Ashram children;
Swapna, the pretty twenty-year old Tamihan, sitting amongst carnations with Henn
Michaux's poems in her lap; I had a talk with Christiane, ex-professor of Forbach,
who now enlivens the kindergartenand I rather quckly understood that in any
case I had Just discovered the city whose princes are the children.

Let us admit that Auroville is an act of trust in the Future Man. It is indeed diffi
cult to analyse sociologically a phenomenon as yet so limited. But already it is not
without mterest that we can note how certain problems set by the very freedom of
behavour for instance, that of drugs - have been eas1ly surmounted. In fact,
the experiment is original not only because it 1mplies an inverted rapport one
does not submit to the environment, one creates it; it is original also because it favours
a "new communication" between beings and objects. I was struck by a quality now
become so rare in the West that it is being designated by an old-fashioned word:
"kindness." It is a natural gift from the Indians.

On the Centenary of Sri Aurobmndo's birth, two years ago, Monsieur Maheu,
Director of Unesco, reminded us that "the common objective (the foundation-stone
of Auroville was laid 1 1968 in the presence of representatives from 65 countries) was
to propose to humanity an experiment capable of enlightening it, elevating it, and
bringing to it with the irreplaceable instruments of knowledge and research the means
and the will of spiritual freedom".

Partly subsidised by the Indian Government, living upon the meagre benefits of
its handicrafts and mostly upon the gifts of the Ashram, the city of Becoming obeys
reason less than faith. Faith in man.

It is the contrary of refusal and refuge.

A Sage Called Satprem

Nevertheless I am afraid that, from this pomt of view, Auroville has fallen victim
to a false mterpretation and rather superficial impressions. Let us not forget that this
''Inner city'' this city promised to men who do not yet exist- is in a certain way
the mater1alsed satellite of the Ashram of Pondicherry, a veritable laboratory of spin1
tual researches.

It is Sri Aurobindo's doctrine that is the cause of it. But it is also a whole language
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that we must confront, an imagery - and not always m the best of tastes - a devo
tion that verges on fetishism. "The Mother", who has just left the body at the age of
95, had not eliminated magic. We shall find agamn contradictions and paradoxes: pure
art (nothing 1s more beautiful than Sunil's music heard mn the silence of the medita
tive nights of the Ashram), but also the degradation of popular taste to which we owe
here religious trappings, as elsewhere the loud colours of papier-mache temples and
Indian cinema posters dirtying the walls of Bombay or New Delh1.

Doubtless, now that Sri Aurobmdo and "the Mother" are reumted under the
stone slab of the Samadh1 constantly covered with fresh-cut flowers, the Ashrammust
proJect far from It the best of itself. Auroville is but the first stage. Yet already the
forms of art, the forms of education and of commun1cat1on prove to be of the rarest
audacity. Beauty then becomes optimism. It 1s enough to see the models of the
architectural workshop of Roger Anger to be convmced of It.

It is on that scale of value that we can ask· Can we find here an answer, the begin
ning of an answer "to the questions put by the West"?

In order to know this, I wanted to have a talk with a sage. Under the name of
Satprem a Frenchman has consecrated twenty years of his life to the thought of Sri
Aurobindo. Smee the passmg of "the Mother," he can be considered as one of the
most livmg constituent forces of the Ashram. Though he is retired "into silence",
Satprem was willing to see me.

I expected ofh1m that he should define, or give me a percept10n of, the new order
of things and beings. I remembered that passage from his book, The Adventure of
Conscousness: "We have arrived, says SriAurobindo, at a new crisis of transformation,
as crucial as must have been the crisis whichmarked the appearance of Life inMatter,
or the cr1s1s which marked the appearance of Mind mn Life. And our choice 1s also
crucial, for, this time, instead of letting Nature operate its transmutations without
much care for livmg contingencies, we can be the conscious collaborators of our own
evolution, we can accept the challenge."

The West has indeed become conscious of the extreme pomt where man finds
himself today, man the victim of hus own "technical victor1es?' and of a civilisation
founded on progress. The signs cannot be mistaken. the disordered attempt of escape
towards the Moon or towards drugs, the divorce from natural forces, acceleration and
asphyxiation, the pollution of the body and of the spint.

These truths which here are dinned mto our ears we should be mistaken not to
heed when repeated whispermgly to us, but m the heart of a real experience of recon
version.

The fundamental theory of Sri Aurobindo about the "Supramental" Becoming of
man belongs no more to poetry, but finds today its echo in science. Satprem is not
ignorant of the recent biological discoveries that I recalled to him about the persis
tence 1n man of "the ancient" brams, notably the reptilian brain which in each of us
keeps alive an "an1mal past?'.

Evolut10n will keep its promises. The "passage" from the hominid to homo
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sapzens announces for man, arrived at the mental stage, another "passage not towards
superior man, not towards improved man, but towards 'man of another nature',
holder at last of his spiritual potentiality, the bemng that SnAurobindo calls 'supra
mental' ".

Satprem tells me: "The ape has not become man by jumping higher, but perhaps
thanks to a few 'privileged moments' when It ceased to act according to its
law for instance, by contemplating the beauty of a tree or of the sky. It is those
moments of 'absent-mindedness', objectively considered as wasted moments, that led
it to sublimate Itself."

I think that Satprem has JUSt given me the key-word: "absent-mindedness."
Whosoever will save his life shall lose It, said Jesus. But here it is in the name of
the species.

Thus meditation 1s a path Not the only one. Auroville is an action and a hope
and surely there exist in India other livmg forces m which the irrational finds
its reasons

During the whole interview on the terrace of a bungalow, dommatmg this idyllic
garden bathed in mauve light, mn silence and in peace, Satprem had a flower in
his hand.

I may cite the story of Louis Armand: the caterpillar which dreams of having a
few feet. It does not know that it should not dream in terms of progress, but ofmeta
morphos1s.

Change man? At the Ashram of Pondicherry I went to consult another French
man, a follower of Pavitra,' who has been working at an "educative revolution" by
setting into practice with children the astounding method of "free progress".

The principle leadmgTanmaya rests on this thought of Sri Aurobmdo: "Nothmg
can be taught which is not already hidden knowledge .... All teaching is a revelation.''

Therefore 1t is a questuon of psychic education which cons1sts in awakening
the spirit and allowmg to the child a kind of auto-teaching in the living surrounding
of work. "All can be built upon this receptive joy open to all the marvels of hfe ....
Upon this Joy that is not yet checked by those leagues of prohibitions which, among
other things, force a child to divide play from work...."

And again: "Little by little the educator will also cultivate in the child discrimi
nation and the aesthetuc sense, the capacity to choose and to adopt what is beautiful
and harmonious, simple, healthy and pure - for as 'the Mother' remarked: 'There
is a psychological health as well as the physical health.'"

Tanmaya, with his luminous face, adds: "It is with confidence that I throw my
self into this adventure, and now after years of meditation I am resolved to go as far
as possible. We must make a clean sweep, find tomorrow's order in today's anarchy,
or what we consider as such; we must get out of the paths that we have traced to reas
sure us, to persuade ourselves, that 'we behave well within our pr1sons'.?

' Philippe Barb1er St.-Hila1re
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The two French children of the "Guest House" where I stopped were moulded
by the "free progress school": Sushama the girl (12 years old) speaks three languages,
dances and paints; Kartik the boy (14 years old) is mad about mathematics, plays the
flute in the evenings after his two hours ofphysical education. Better than that: they
breathe la joie de vzvre.

Where are the illumined ones? In the vapours of gasoline or in the vapours of
incense? In our societies of degradation, of negation of both pleasure and quality of
being, or in that small human fire that leaped up in a corner of red soil at the end of
the world? Let us not hurry to smile and to mock.

The message broadcast on the 15th ofAugust 1947 for the declaration of Inde
pendence announced that one of the most beautiful dreams would be "the spiritual
gift of Ind1a to the world?

I have Just learnt that President and Madame Edgar Faure, during a recent pri
vate visit to the Ashram at Pondicherry, were very interested in the experiment
ofAuroville notably on the educational plane.

Andre Malraux once said that "our civihsat10n has constructed neither a temple
nor a tomb''. Does Aurovlle want to pick up the gauntlet?

Already the new city is the tomb of certain values to which we cling vainly and
desperately; and soon we shall see the temple of Hope, "the Matrimandir" -a
grandiose golden ball-which is at once the first construction, the core ofthe city, its
reason of being and becoming.

That could be the answer to the first question: not so much men to bmld the town
as the town to build men-a town "whose centre is a round temple to a nameless
God".

The great lesson ofSn Aurobmdo's Synthesis of Yoga, which gathers together
the spiritual and mater1al energies, poses perhaps the second question: the men of
action in the most modern sense of the word, hke J. R. D. Tata in the industrial and
social world, or like the minister Karan Singh1 in the intellectual and political world,
are perhaps the modern incarnations of Arjuna led-not without reservations, nor
without fears-by this inner call in which reason challenges reason.

The return to France at an altitude of ro,ooo metres is favourable to meditation
(one must "think upon the wings of the wind"). Seeing the smile of the sari-clad
Indian on a Boeing 747 and riding my fabulous "flying carpet", the ultimate achieve
ment of technical perfection, I lost all notion of space and time. Was 1t not agam a
symbol -and synthesis?

Iffrom the depth ofages the cows oflight signal to us; ifthe theory of evolution
and ofthe Supramental is reinforced by recent biological discoveries; iffrom the "lin-

Mmuster of Health and Populatuon, Pres1dent of the Committee of Sr Aurobmdo's Birth-Cente
nary
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gam" ofShiva to the atomic cupola the most ancient mythology blends with the most
advanced technology and science unites with the Songofthe Gita -then perhaps it is
time to think that India, keeping her promise, will uplift man, through action, to a
new consciousness.

ANDRE BRINCOURT

DON'T FORGET YOUR PROMISES TO HER

0 TRAVELLER, this is no time for thee to rest,
Lest slumber fall a heavy weight upon thy being.

Keep kindled thy spirit's flame and thy path follow best
As dictates thy soul. Keep ever awake thy eagle-seeing.

Thy road thy feet must tread on tireless, thy lived life
Reflect thy God-dreams. Vigils within thee thy bright Guide.

Thy courage is thy own, not only the Mother's. Thy fife
Play bold and lively. Give colour to thy poise and thy stride.

There's no short cut to achievement, no easy velvety way.
A full-length journey must be covered before thy goal

Ism sight. Thy inmost core must only have its say.
In this world-maze, to move on heightward is thy true role.

Be wakeful to thy soul and obey its secure sure Lead;
Thy faith, thy sincerity and The Mother's Grace shall succeed.

HAR KRISHAN SINGH
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WHILE SEARCHING FOR THE MISSING PAPERS ON
SRI AUROBINDO'S ACTION AGAINST BRITISH RULE

IN BENGAL IN 1906-1910

(Continued from the issue of Aprl 24, 1974)
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SRI Aurobindo's acquittal by Beachcroft had an interesting sequel in Government
and Judicial circles.

In the past, Bengal Government had asked that Sri Aurobindo be deported, a
simple, straightforward solution. The Government of India then had demurred·
Morleywould not like it. Let the ordinary law take its course. Briefed and encouraged
by Halliday, the Commiss10ner of Police, the DIG Crime, Bengal, the IG himself,
the Crown solicitors Orr and Dignam and last but not least Mr. Norton, famous then
in Indian and in Australian High Courts, Bengal Government thought they had Sri
Aurobindo "in the bag". And here Beachcroft, a fairly Junior ICS officer, with a good
record, specially appointed to try the case, found that he had to acquit Sri Aurobindo !

It was a bitter pill to swallow, expenses apart. Mr. Norton who had an Austra
lian case was persuaded to stay on andwas compensated since Government intended to
file an appeal against Sri Aurobindo's acquittal. They desired that Mr. Norton should
raise the matter of the 'sweets letter" at the High Court to test the "reaction of the
Judges' to Beachcroft's posituon. Any hint that the judges did not completely side
with Beachcroft on that issue would have meant immediate filing of the Appeal.

In fact fifteen days after the acquittal, Bengal Government, then furious and
bewildered, was determined to file an appeal as advised by the solicitors and Norton.

In connection with the proposed appeal, after the Crown solicitors Orr and Dig
nam had prepared their exhaustive study of the case against Sri Aurobindo, Mr.
Chapman, the Legal Remembrancer to Bengal Government, wrote to the Chief Secre
tary (extracts from File No. 205 0f 1909, Confident1al).

Obviously a cultivated man, the manuscript note is in beautiful writing. It
reads:

"The following facts about Aurobindo are indispensable -
(a) His declared aim was the absolute independence of India. He expressly

discarded the ideal of colon1al self-government.
(b) He avowed the principle that this amm could not be attained by a gift

from the Enghsh and that it must be attained otherwise.
(c) He worked with others towards the attainment of this aim.
(d) His contribution was to preach that the aimmight be attained by the deve-
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lopment of spmtual force. If every individual directed his 'will-power'
(I use the intelligible word: Aurobindo would have called 1t the 'God
within') 1n that one direction, the resultant force would accomplish the
1deal.

(e) The Manicktollah Garden was an institution framed on these prmciples
and by the youths gathered there Aurobindo was regarded as the Karta
(the head) and by some as a sort of High Priest or Guru.

(f) From December 1907, his mind was in a state of unusual tension and in
the spring 0f 1908 the Bande Mataram newspaper which he managed
was anticipating an immediate violent revolution."

The note of Chapman continues:

"(r) To a certain extent he deprecated volence. He pretended that the use of
will-power (the God w1thin) was a better way.

(2) Apart from Barin's confession to the police wh1ch is NOT admissible
in evidence, there is nothing to show that Aurobindo ever went to the
Manicktollah Garden itself.

(3) There is nothing to prove drectly that he knew of or sympathised with
bombs except two papers (the 'sweets letter' and the scribblings m a book
found m his house).

Both these papers are open to some criticism and it could not certamly
be predicted what view an Appellate Court would take of them."

Next, Chapman comments on Beachcroft's Judgement:

"Mr Beachcroft's judgment is assailable on several materal ponts. In saymg
this I do not wish to derogate from the reputation which Mr Beachcroft has
justly earned for his patience, fair-mindedness, and industry . "

These "material points" are then mentioned in detail. Chapman goes on:

"On several minor points the judgment is open to criticism. I will not mention
these now.

To sum up on the question of appeal agamst the acquittal: -
(a) I am disposed to think that 1f I had tried the case, I would have convicted.
(b6) Mr. Beachcroft's judgment is assailable on very material points.
(c) BUT the issue of such a case especially m the form of appeal against

acquittal cannot be otherwise than doubtful ... "

Chapman concludes with:
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"Aurobindo is a hero of a spiritual type. Shall we gam much by getting him
sentenced to imprisonment? He 1s then likely to develop into a myth. Ifwe leave
him loose now, he may be actually less dangerous. In the wear and tear of actual
life his unpracticality 1s certain to disclose itself and possibly he may be a safe
guard. For it will be consistent with his theories now to beheve that the way of
violence is not the way of God or God would have permitted it to succeed.

On the whole my advice is against an appeal."
(Sd.) E. P. CHAPMAN

21st May 1909.'

The Chief Secretary was not impressed. Extracts of his notes (dated 29-5-1909)
to H. H. the Lt. Governor read:

"H. H.
I do not attach any importance to Mr. Chapman's reason for letting Auro

bindo alone. If he was privy to the conspiracy at all, he was the brain, not per
haps to plan the details, but the fountain of moral and intellectual energy. If
we were convinced of this, and that we could convict him, it would be political
suicide to fail to do it:

But I certainly would not proceed on less than a two to one chance in our
favour."

Here is the origin of the phrase "two to one chance in our favour." Easily understood
by racegoers in Calcutta and Bombay, no one, being cautious, would take less than
these odds. Still, before we leave the Chief Secretary, let us note a few more
sentences of the same note (dated 29-5-1909):

"Mr. Withall (of the solicitors) I feel sure would be strongly in favour of an
appeal. Mr. Norton expressed a strong opinion in favour of appealing immedi
ately after the acquittal, but suggested that as his opinion would no doubt be
regarded as prejudiced, the opinion of Invararity of Bombay should be taken.
I think that the proper course would be for Mr. Chapman and Mr. Withall to
carefully state the case for appeal and submit it to the Advocate General, if
one has been appointed, or otherwise as suggested by Norton to Mr.
Invararity ... "

The Governor, however, was not very enthusiastic for pohtical reasons, and ordered
0n 29-5-1909 as follows:

"The course proposed by C. S. (Chief Secretary) should be adopted for there is
the off-chance that Counsel may advise that an appeal would bear a strong pro
Fifteen days after the acquittal
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bability of success. In that case we should be faulmng in our duties if we did not
proceed with it.

But 1f Counsel advises that the success of the appeal is doubtful, 1t would be
most unwise to take action. The quick filing of an appeal would revive the popular
feehng against Government, which seems to be dying down, and if we failed to
Justify our action by success we should have drawn this upon ourselves for
nothing."

Sir Edward Baker was indeed a pragmatic British governor.
As desired by Bengal Government, Mr. Chapman next sent the papers to

Bombay under the escort of Mr. Denham, Special Assistant to DIG, Intelligence
Branch, for advice by the Advocate General, High Court, Bombay. (Mr. S. P. Sinha,
Advocate General, High Court, Calcutta, in 1906 does not appear in the picture.)

On 1oth August 1909, Mr. T. ]. Strangman, the Advocate General, Bombay,
wrote to "the Hon'ble the Legal Remembrancer, High Court, Calcutta". His views
were as follows:

"I have consideted the papers forwarded to me by you, and have had the advan
tage of consultation extending over one day with Mr. Denham.

On the whole I am of the opinion that there is a fair chance of a convict1on
against Arabindo Ghose being obtained in appeal.

You ask me to say whether there is a two to one chance of success.
This is a question I cannot possibly answer: so much depends upon the

personal equation of the Court and the manner in which the case is put before
the Court ... "

Here follows m detail how the case against Sri Aurobindo should be presented.

"The whole of the evidence should be put before the Court in historical se
quence ... if this is done, items, which taken alone may seem meanmgless, will
no doubt be found to support the points indicated . . .

Care should be taken to bring out prominently the fact that Arabindo
Ghose was looked upon as a leader or Guru by the rest of the conspirators. This
is a point which I gather was not made much of before the Sessions Judge .... "

Reputation ofNorton's professional efficiency, so highly praised and prized mn Calcutta
till then, got its first jolt. Against Sn Aurobmdo, Norton was more of an official of
the Rulers than a professional cool-headed counsel concerned solely with law, its
procedures and technicalities.

After receiving Mr. Strangman's opinion, and following a conference the Gover
nor held on 18th August 1909, Bengal Government under their letter No. D56ID
communicated to Home Department, India, their decision not to file an appeal. Ex
tracts of this letter are given below:
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''. . I am now to report, for the mformauon of the Government of India, the con
clus1on at which His Honour has arrived, after a perusal of this opin1on (Strang
man's) and m consultat10n with the Legal Remembrancer ...

In Sir Edward Baker's Judgement Arabindo Ghose is one of the most dan
gerous factors in the present situation. The Lt. Governor is himself disposed to
believe that Arabindo Ghose was guilty of the offences charged against him, and
if there were a good prospect of obtaining a conviction, he would have been ready
to prefer an appeal. Such a course would, however, certainly cause a revival of
public feeling against Government and in favour of the accused, a feeling which
at present shows signs of dying out; and if the appeal should fail, that price
would have been paid for nothing.

For these reasons, I am to state that Sir Edward Baker has decided not to
prefer an appeal agamst the acqmttal of Arabindo Ghose."

This letter was signed by the officiating Chief Secretary, the Hon'ble Sir Charles
Allen, C.S I., ICS.

The Government of India from Simla agreed that no appeal should be filed "at
present", but advised Bengal in a telegram of 26th August 1909, that "on the High
Court disposing of the general appeals now bemg heard by them, the question of
Arab1ndo should be reconsdered?'. Also, they said·

"The Government of India express the desire that when Mr. Norton is argumg
the case against Barindra Ghose, he should be instructed to press the 'sweets
letter' with theobject of ascertaining the opinion of the HighCourt on the genuine
ness of that document and on the aspersions cast on the police by its rejection
by Mr. Beachcroft. The Government of India hold that, in the event of the
'sweets letter' being accepted, there will be a strong case for the filmg of an appeal
against the acquittal of Arabindo Ghose."

Norton was so briefed by the Legal Remembrancer, and as late as 8th September 1909

Norton felt "he was makmg an impression on the Court", as he told Mr. Richardson,
then officiating in place of Chapman.

Mr. Norton tried to test the High Court's reaction on the 3Ist day of the Appeal
towards the end of September He referred in Court to the sweets letter", and
submitted:

"Although Barin has withdrawn hus confess1on statement, I emphas1se that his
confession was true He never denied this document. Bann was a man of
great resolution, with considerable moral force."

He then read out the op1n1on of the Assessors as well as the judgement of the Sessions
Judge, relatmg to this point. He emphasised that the evidence was conclusive and
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that the letter was not a forgery.
Here is how the Chief Justice Sir Lawrence Hugh Jenkins then reacted, the

"sounding" that Government of India wanted, the opinion that destroyed all of
Norton's beliefs and negated any hope of the "two to one" odds in favour of a success
ful appeal:

"The Chief Justice (to Mr. Norton):What strikes me is this. It seems you
have a fairly strong case against Barin; you are now giving us the impression that
we will have to rely upon this letter and disbelieve the opinion of the Assessors
and the Sessions Judge on the point.
Mr. Norton: - Is 1t not a strong point?
The ChiefJustice: - If your case against Barin rests upon this letter I can under
stand your argument. If 1t is merely for the purpose of showing that the Assessors
and the Sessions Judge were wrong in their view as to Arabindo, then you are
1n mustake "

The hearings in the High Court had commenced from 9th August 1909. The 31st
day of hearing would probably be about the end of September The sounding of the
Judges, as desired by the Government of India, produced the unexpected result
mentioned above. In the meantime, the solicitors were getting frantic. 5th November
1909 (Friday) was the last day for prefering the appeal as per a letter to the Chief
Secretary from Mr. J. W. Orr of the Crown solicitors.

Government, however, decided to want for the High Court Judgement, for finding
the reasons of the High Court's rejection of the 'sweets letter' against Sn Aurobindo.
Here is what the then officiating Legal Remembrancer (Mr. Richardson) wrote to the
Crown solc1tor, Mr Orr, on 2nd November 1909

"The grounds for the appeal against the acqmttal of Arabindo have been drawn
up and are in order, but it is not proposed to file the appeal (if it is ever filed) till
after the Judgement is delivered; and there may be a difficulty about limitation.
I think the six months expire on November 5th and it would be well perhaps to
apply to the Alipore Court for a certified copy of the Judgement so as to get the
benefit of the days required to obtain it ....

The matter is strictly confidential."

Yet simultaneous attempts were going on to penalise Sri Aurobmndo, 1f possible,
in three other ways· by a case of conspiracy involving him and Mr C. C. Dutt, ICS;
by a case of sedition over hs speeches; and, independent of either, by consideration
being given to his possible deportation.

The High Court Judgement of 23rd November 1909 held that convictions under
S121, IPC, "to wage war", etc., could not be upheld on technical grounds. It rejected
Norton's pleas. In fact, the Chief Justice's remarks were very adverse to a counsel
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of Norton's standing, about his improper use of leading questions, etc., at Sessions.
The absurdity of utilizing documents as evidence mn which the handwriting was not
proved in the recognised manner nor the contents proved to have been known to
the accused, destroyed once for all the value of the "sweets letter" as a trump card
against Sri Aurobindo. Mr. C. R. Das was particularly complimented on the Defence.

Thus no appeal against Sri Aurobindo's acquittal was filed after all in the Alipore
Bomb Case.

(To be contunued)

LT. COL. G. L. BHATTACHARYA

ELEGY

A MOMENT of Love 1s not to be cast
on the shores of oblivion
where dusk sets in and night enshrouds
the tenderness that once was,

A moment now past yet ever present
embraced in expectancy,
with hopes of renewed joys,
of laughter that once was,

A moment and nothing more,
now stolen by the night that never returns
and pities not the blindness
1t leaves behmd,

Gone what once was
yet what is to be knows no time,
the past expires leaving only a soft sigh
to greet tomorrow's cries ....

PATRIZIA



SELF-PORTRAIT FROM THE PAST

Do we live more than one life on this earth? This is a question wlu.ch has
intrigued men for ages, but few have come across stronger evidence of pre-existence
than Dante Gabriel Rossetti, poet and leader of the pre-Raphaelite school of Art in
I9th-century England.

Rossetti, at 22, had already written his most famous poem, The Blessed Damozel,
and decided to put on canvas the face of this creature of his imagination. He found
his model in Elizabeth Siddal, recommended by the poet Swinburne as a girl of
"matchless loveliness, courage, endurance, humour and sweetness?'. Rossetti soon
fell m love with her and she with him.

The finished paintmg was exhibited at the Royal Academy in London and was
much admired by critics and the public. Then one cr1tic noted that there was a marked
resemblance between Rossetti's portrait and a painting of St. Agnes of the Interces
sion hanging in a museum m Bologna, Italy.

Not long afterwards Miss Siddal fell ill of tuberculosis. Rossetti wedded her,
vowing to nurse her back to health. For two years he cared for her, but in 1862 she
died.

Seekmg solace, Rossetti set out for Bologna to view the painting of St. Agnes.
When he found it, he was surprised to see that, although the model's posture was
slightly different from that of his Elizabeth, her features and expression were the same.

Thrilled almost to tears, Rossetti looked through the catalogue to see if there might
be some note about the model. There was none. However, the catalogue mentioned
that the artist- a man named Angoleri who had lived mn the 15th centuryhad
painted his own portrait, which hung in the museum.

Fear came over Rossetti as an attendant led him to the gallery where the self
portrait hung. Darkness had fallen when they reached the spot. The old attendant
held up a lamp and, by its flickering light, Rossetti saw that the portrait was of a grave,
black-bearded man exactly like himself.

Suddenly Rossetti remembered these prophetic lines, written to his wife eight
years before she died:

You have been mme before
How long ago I may not know ...

For the rest of his life Rossetti was haunted by an uncanny sense of pre-existence.
Could it have been, he wondered, that he had been Angioleri 4oo years before, and
that his beloved wife had posed for the portrait of St. Agnes?

PATRICK MAHONEY
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JUST ONE PLUM

I WENT out for a walk in a hilly place ....
There are young pine-woods and groves of birches and oaks just marvellously

coloured and offering a gorgeous view especially when bemg kissed by the sunrays ...
I climbed the hills up and down to the murmuring brooklet and again up to the

groves, admiring those unique beauties of Nature - singing cheerful songs- enjoy
ing all immensely ...

On one of the hills there is an orchard with different kinds of fruit-trees, of course
already quite bare in so advanced a Fall.

Yet, bemg rather th1rsty, I decided to try my good luck and to look for some
plums in the grass under the trees .

It was a kind of gymnastic- a great excitement
I went from one plum-tree to another, searching and searchmg patiently among

fallen leaves and already brown grass ..
After a while it looked foolish and quite vam, but I continued and contmued . . .
It was a good exercise for the eyes, for the whole body and I could well practise·

"Cancel 1n your mind:
disagreable - impossible!'

I already made jokes about myself - but deep in me there was a little spark of hope
shining and shinmg . .

And, when at the end of my search, there looked at me a dark-blue, big and
healthy plum I couldn't believe my eyes. It seemed to be a "Fata Morgana" -a
hallucination.

'What a miracleP? I exclaimed. "Such wonderful fruit of my Fauth and
Patience!' "Am I to pck rt up and eat - or be satusfed with the achievement??'

The plum said as in a Fable:
"Just taste me' You will see that you have never eaten something so delicious,

havmg not only a material but also an inner Juice."
And it was wholly true. It was an enchanted plum. And I understood that

I would succeed in every other thing too, by being hopeful and patient,
really e n d 1 e s s 1 y ...

PUBLIC ROSE-GARDEN

A PUBLIC rose-garden
with many benches which are all alike
but people s1ttung on them are individual human beings
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of unlike physical appearances
of unhke expressions in their eyes and faces -
each one following his own way of thinking
either harmonious or disturbed - restless - irritated
for one or another reason, sometimes real, sometimes only imaginary,
not worthwhile to think over ...

There are roses of all possible colours shapesperfumes 
which everybody can enjoy 
but most people talk and talk
about their personal interests and cares . .
They do not observe anything.
For them the beauty of roses, well, ex i s t s
but only as the decoration of a stage.
For them it has no deeper meaning.
They are not enriched, lifted up - exalted.
Yes, it depends on each woman and man,
on their own mterest, abilities -
how much attent10n she or he pays
how grateful she or he is for countless gifts
which hfe offers at every step
quite selflessly, abundantly ....

"Rich, beautiful public rose-garden,
you are offering your all
without demanding anything.
So it should and could be
with every woman and man, wth the whole human species ....

"I just love you!
Your buds and fully open roses
are inspiring irradiating - the Bliss of Peace
so very longed for
regenerating ... "

RICHARD SPACEK



THE SPIRITUALITY OF THE FUTURE

A SEARCH APROPOS OF R. C. ZAEHNER'S STUDY IN
SRI AUROBINDO AND TEILHARD DE CHARDIN

(Conunued from the ssue of Aprl 24, 1974)

6 (Contd.)

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF TEILHARD'S FAITH: THE TRUE NATURE
OF HIS CHRISTIANITY - WHAT IS BASIC TEILHARDISM?- WHAT
PLACE HAS HIS CHRISTIANITY IN IT? -TEILHARDISM AND THE

MODERN RELIGIOUS INTUITION

(h)

WE have tned to show Teilhard's "apologetic" in its proper bearings. We have dis
tingmshed it from the classical form with which it is equated by admirers who wish to
ass1m1late hmm into traditional Christianity. True, Teilhard has a miss1onary aim
inasmuch as he wants to bring the modern world to Christ. But we must never forget
that the Christ he preaches is one who is in accord with the demand of that world and
differs from the traditional version of the God-Man of Judea. And his miss1onary
aim back-fires on the Church to which he belongs, for he wants Just as earnestly the
traditional version to change m the light of the religious intuition prompted by
modernism.

Emile Rideau, who keeps insisting on Teilhard's assimilableness to the Church's
basic stand, is yet forced to admit difficulties in him for Roman Catholics. But he
tries to play them down by adducing certain reasons for them. After mentioning the
marked originality of Telhard's thought as one difficulty, he1 adds: "It is not sur
prising, too, that so original a thought should be embodied in a style that is coloured
by personal emphasis and prepossessions." Then he2 comes to the final explanation,
namely, that Teilhard's message "is addressed primarily to the Gentiles and uses
language deliberately adapted to the modern world". Rideau's suggestion3 is that the
difficulties are linguistic and that if "the deposit of faith", "the Word of God", could
merely be re-expressed in consonance with new historic factors Teilhardism would
hardly be considered "a shattering revision". But, when he tells us of the project
that inspired Teilhard - "the gulf between the Church and the modern world must
be closed" - we get a hint of the back-firing we have spoken of, and are emboldened
to ask: "Why should the Teilhardian use of language create difficulties unless what is
addressed to the Gentiles is at the same time a criticism of the terms in which Roman

Telhand de Chardmn A Gude to Hs Thought (Collis, London, 1967) p 244
Ibd,p 245 • Id, p 243 + Ibd
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Catholic theology stull expresses itselfand of the old dogmas it still retains in face of the
modern world?" The Church evidently finds it difficult to accept Teilhard as its
miss1onary. Thus means that the manner in which he attempts to convert the Gentiles
cannot be taken, always and mainly, as suiting the Church. It has to go against the
Church's posituon and attitude as he sees them. We are therefore under no obligation
to mterpret Teilhard's apologetic to be no more than linguistucally ant-traditional.

Somethingm his thought itself sheers away from the orthodox lme. And Rideau,
despite his avers1on to doing so, has again and again to write in a regretful vein when
particular points are evaluated. For an example, take the subject of Redemption 1n
Teilhard's hands. Rideau1 informs us: "He looks at it in a way that is more faithful
to the logic of his thought than to the biblical evidence .... It would certainly seem that
because he wished to present his apostolic message 1n a form acceptable to the modern
world Teilhard did not develop the full depth of the traditional teaching of sin whose
gravity (involving a divorce and a rupture of friendship between God and man) called
for a tragical redemption, God's passage through death."

Rideau's words definitely attest to Teilhard's fundamental non-orthodoxy: else
he would not speak of the "logic" of Tellhard's "thought" as ignoring the evidence of
the Bible. But he endeavours at the same time to make this non-orthodoxy look hke a
matter of miss1onary convenience- a strategic disguise mn order better to impress the
modern world andwmacceptance by it. The truth is not that Teilhard, wh:le addres
sing the Gentiles, has orthodoxy up his sleeve: he presents his message as he does
simply because neither he nor the modern worldwhose product he is has any need of a
Christianity that fails to ch1me with the heterodox implications of an evolutionary un1
verse. All we can affirm on the other side is. Teilhard, in the midst of his modernism
and his heterodoxy, firmly holds that the evolutionary universe which is basic to his
thought is fully provided for in his double-aspected formula: "an apologetic based on
evolution but whose spirit seems to me to be truly and equally Chnstian."2 Evolution;
not Christianity, is the basis ofTeilhard's missionary proJect: nevertheless, mhis view,
Christanuty 1s well served by such a basis if we get simultaneously at the true drift of
the evolutionary phenomenon and the true version of the Christian faith.

What is the former's true dnft and what the latter's true version? The whole of
Teilhardism would be contained in the answer to this question. We have already
treated the theme from various angles. Now we may concentrate the answer in a few
excerpts and then proceed to the precise reconciliation proper to Telhard's sense of
the true dnft and the true version. Thus we shall get at the true revelation ofTeilhard
ism itself

On the evolutionary phenomenon we may take the pronouncement:3 "Our world
contains within itself a mysterious promise of the future implicit 1n 1ts natural evolu-

• Ibd, p 17I
2 Letter of August 21, 1925, to Auguste Valensm, quoted m Christopher Mooney's Tezlhard de

Chan dmn and the Mystevy of Chrst (Collins, London, 1966), p 199
' Iamgs m Tue of War (Collins, London, 1968), pp 55-6
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tion." On the Christian faith let us pick out the utterance:1 "If Christianity is to keep
its place at the head ofmankind, it must make itself explicitly recognizable as a sort of
pan-Christism."...

A commentary on the two statements comes in a letter of August 13, 1948:
"The fundamental question really at issue is whether or not official authority is willing
to accept (and to integrate mto the Christian faith) a 'faith' in a future (1.e. a super
evolution) of Humanity on earth."

Here we are given to understand that evolution points to a higher state of itself
in the future, the development of a Super-Humanity on earth by the very drive of the
process which has developed through millennia an mcreasmg complexity of biological
structure and an advancing mtenority of consciousness. Also, we receive the impres
sion that this terrestnal fulfilment is the object not only of the modern scientific vision
truly interpreted but also of the most authentic religious intuition possible today.
There 1s a "faith'' involved and to this "faith" Christianity has to adjust 1tself by
finding in its heart of hearts a response it can identify as natural to its own revelatory
drive We cannot have mtegration, on top of acceptance, of the new "faith", without
such a discovery.

A further gloss on the cntical religious situation m which the Church is placed
meets us in a quotation from Teilhard by Rideau:3 "The neo-humanist mysticism of
an ahead clashes with the Christian mysticism of the above: it is precisely in this
apparent conflict between the old faith in a transcendent God and a young 'faith' m an
immanent universe that we find the modern religious crisis: here we touch the inmost
essence, expressed in a form at once scientific and social. The whole progress of the
kingdom of God depends at the moment on the problem of reconciling with each
other not superficially but organically these two currents" (International Conference
of the Society of Jesus, Versailles, 1947).

An organic and not a superficial reconciliation: this is Teilhard's call vzs-a-vzs
Christianity's "transcendent God" and Evolutionism's "immanent universe" - that
is to say, a universe inwardly activated by its own nature towards an ultimate self
fulfilment in a Super-Humamty, towards a final convergence - an "Omega Pomt" -
of all reflective consciousnesses to form a totalised Super-Consciousness. Teilhard's
own solution of the crisis is what he terms "pan-Christism'', the religion of the Cosmic
Christ. But he appears to be in two minds as to how cosmos and Christ are related.
What is the real meaning of making Christ a umversal presence by which the tran
scendent God and the immanent universe are linked in a living way, conjoined in an
mternal manner?

How intensely Teilhard would hke to permeate the cosmos with Christ is evident
from the very start of his rehgious career. To be convinced we have only to read a

' Scence and Chrst (Collins, London, 1968), p 124
Letters to Two Frends 1926-1952 (Collins, Fontana Library, Theology and Philosophy, London,

1972), p 106
• Op ct,p 315
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passage Rideau1 cites from one ofhis earliest wnungs: "In my own small way, Lord,
I would wish to be the apostle and (f I may be so bold) the evangelist ofyour Chrst
n the universe.... To bring Christ, in virtue of mterconnexions that are specifically
organic, to the heart ofrealities that are considered the most fraught with danger, the
most philosophically naturalistic, the most paganthat is my gospel and there
lies my mission"? (Le pr@tre, 1918, in Ecrus du temps de la guerre, p. 298). Rideau°
rightly sees as basic to Tellhard "the experience ofthe conjunction or coincidence of
the universe and Christ", and adds: "As has been demonstrated by Madame M.
Barthelemy-Madaule, it is from this intuition that the whole body ofTelhard's work
is derived."

But Rideau3 is careful to stress a feature ofTeilhardism which poses a challenge
to the synthetising mind: "Throughout his hfe he was to strive to unite, while still
keeping them distinct, two absolutes: 'that of experience (the universe) and that of
Revelation (the transcendent God) (Mon univers, 1916, in Ecrits, p. 278)° The
suggestion here is that God and the universe must never be identified, and that no
Pantheism such as Spinoza's should be entertained; but there is also the suggestion
that we have "two absolutes", whichmust signify that to Teilhard the universe has in
some sense as much primacy, as much sufficiency, as much reality as God: the posi
tion is as if there were not only a transcendent divinity but also a Pantheos, and the
two godheadseach existing in its own right -were to be organically reconciled.
Obviously, Teilhard's rehg10us sense is pretty complicated. And nothing short of a
strong suspicion ofthere being a Teilhardian Pantheos leads Pastor Crespy to remark,
as Rideau4 notes: "Teilhard tries to make evolution say what only faith can say."

Teilhard himself often makes no bones about the absolutism of the universe for
him. "I am possessed,'' he says, "by a certain demon or angel of the All and the
Universal." Again, he confesses to "a certain enthusiastic vision of the immensity
and prom1se of the World, a certain relish, a certam intoxication with real concrete
'being' as it is revealed to us in the Universe". As a Christan he cannot circumscribe
himselfwith the cosmos, however drunk with it his religious heart may be: he needs
must turn his eyes to the Transcendent. But even the Transcendent is, for him, a
summum bonum continuous with the Universe's revelation of "real concrete 'being'".
To his friend Leontine Zanta he' writes fromChina: "It looks as thoughmankindwill
never regain its passion for God until God is presented to it as the term ofa movement
which extends our worship ofthe concrete Real (rather than tearing us away from it).
Oh how tremendously powerful the Real would be for lifting us out ofour egoism if
only we knew how to see it in its prodigious greatness."

"Worship ofthe concrete Real" which is the physical cosmos, and this worship
extended (rather than diverted) to God, the Transcendent, who thereby is definable as
the Super-Real, the Ultra-physical, the Hyper-cosmic: here we have the Teilhardian

' Ibd,p 33I. ° Ibd.,p 329. " Ibd, p. 328.
5 Letters to Two Frends, p. 4o 6 Ibd,p 44
7 Letters to Leontne Zanta (Collins, London 1969), p 72.

4Ibd., pp 648-9.
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bedrock. Tlus bedrockmay be felt also through an expression of Tedhard's1 like: "the
Saint ... loses hus materalty. Everything is God for hmm, God is everything for him,
and for him Chnst is at once God and everything." Hence the concrete Real, the
phys1cal cosmos, must 1 the last resort be, to Tenlhard, the outer expression or the
expressive body of a World-Soul, and the World-Soul must be the transcendent God
Himself expressed or embodied in cosmic terms. Hence, again, the Cosmic Christ
must be the Transcendent self-projected as the Soul of a universe which 1s that Soul's
concretely real form moving evolutionarily onward to manifest this Soul completely
and join it with its transcendent counterpart. Hence, finally, pan-Christismmust be a
new pantheism differing from the old sort, as understood by Christiaruty, in only one
particular: Pan-Christos, as the Soul of the cosmos, is a Being who has an aspect of
Self distinct from all the selves or beings or entities He manifests out of His own
plenitude, so that He can be loved as the Personal Other at the same time that He is
known as one's own deepest Within. But this pan-Christism is hke the pantheism
abhorred by Christianity insofar as the cosmos is a manifestation of Christ Himself
and not a foreign substance, however often the manifestation may be a veil rather than
a "transparency" or - to use a still more typical term of Teilhardian mysticism- a
"diaphany".

Christan1ty, unlke ancient Vedanta, knows nothing of such a many-sided vis1on.
As a Christian, Teilhard shares his co-religionists' anti-pantheist shudder. However,
wlule the doctrinal mind in him tends to shy away, hs intuition cannot be frightened
off. In consequence we see him expressing lus "cosmic sense" in several modes, some
of them running counter to those where the conscious Christian is unmistakably
intended to have his say. Facing the unconventional modes, Henn de Lubac observes.
"He tried to show in Our Lord Jesus Christ 'the synthesis of the created Universe and
its Creator': did he not sometimes seem to establish this synthesis at a too acces
s1ble level and thus, in spite of the qualifications and corrections we have noted,
and against his unmistakable intention, to some degree naturalize Christ?"

We may ask in return: "How can Christ help being naturalized to some degree
by a worshipper of the concrete Real?" Simultaneously we must admit that Teil
hard the Churchman would act as censor to his instinctive World-adoration, his spon
taneous touch on the World-Soul through the "prodigious greatness" of its cosmos.
The Churchman Teilhard is bound to lookupon the World as gross Matter, as Godless
distracting dust, to which the human psyche must never give its love and to whose
glitter it must always rise superior. Especially the physical universe ofmodern science,
with its intoxicating immensity and unity, is the snare par excellence for stealing the
heart away from the Christian pursmt of the "above", the transcendent Perfection be
yond cosmic life. Yet Teilhard the modernist can hardly shut his eyes to this uni
verse. How then to be a genuine Christian as well as an authentic modernist - how

I rungs n Tme of War, p 108

" The Relgon of Telhad de Chardmn (Collis, London, 1967), p 202.
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to keep Jesus as "Our Lord" even while leaping to the call of science's divine-seeming
cosmos?

In order not to look worshipfully at this World in spite of thrilling to its wonder
fulness, Teilhard seeks to combine a Personal Creator God with a Divine Universal
Presence m the creation. To do so he has to oppose a common practice of Jesus's
partisans. They emphasise how sweetly and virtuously a Man lived in Galilee twenty
centuries before us rather than emphasising how superhumanly he rose from the dead,
assumed a body of glory, took his place in heaven to oversee the entire universe and
reveal himself as the terminator and gatherer-up of all things. In a passage we can cull
fromRideau' we get a pass1onate appeal by Teilhard to Jesus to disclose his real being:
"Sometimes people think that they can increase your attraction inmy eyes by stressing
almost exclusively the charm and goodness of your human lfe, in the past. But truly,
0 Lord, if I wanted to cherish only a man, then I would surely turn to those whomyou
have givenme with the bloom of their charm here and now. Are there not with our
mothers, brothers, friends and sisters, enough irresistibly lovable people around
me? Why should I turn to the Judea of two thousands years ago? No, what I cry out
for, hke every bemg, withmywhole life and all my earthly passion, is something very
different from an equal to cherish: it is a God to adore. Tear away, 0 Jesus, the
clouds with your lightning! Show yourself to us as the mighty, the radiant, the risen!
Come to us once again as the Pantocrator who reigned alone in the cupolas of
the ancient basilicas! Nothing less than this Parousia 1s needed to counterbalance
and crown in our hearts the glory of the world that is coming into view. So that we
may triumph over the world with you, come to us clothed in the glory of the world"
(Le MleuDwn, pp. 127-28).

What directly concern us are the last two sentences. Teilhard wants Jesus to
come in such a manner as both to prevent the glorious universe of science from out
weighing him in our eyes and to allow this universe to get its fullest response from us,
the utmost justification of its splendour. Teilhard wants the manner of Jesus's com
ing to be itself cosmic and still personal: he must appear as a Universal Presence and
yet as substantially different from the Universe- the wonderful world must be seen
to be a tremendous beauty with which he has adorned himself but with which he is
not identified - it is divine by being his decoration and not divine in 1ts own nght.

Thus does Teilhard strive to be a genuine Christian no less than an authentic
modernist and to proclaim pan-Christism without succumbing to what Christianity
considers the danger of world-deification in pantheism. But has he really subdued the
glory of the world that science has overawingly laid bare and has he rendered valid a
Pan-Christos without bringing in a Pantheos?

If the wonderful world still remains substantially different from Christ, 1ts power
must always stand over against him: such a world, by its alien glory, will continue to
demand our worship. It must be related to Christ as an emanat10n of his own being:
we must be able to see Christ himself in It - not merely by its clothing him but by Its

' Op ct,pp 613-4
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formmg his outer self - an evolving and developing self, no doubt, but nonetheless
essentially his own being.

Nor is Teilhard always bound down to the metaphor of "clothing"he is capable
of exhibitmg a more plastic vision. In a recent book R. C. Zaehner1 has some quo
tations from him which lead on from the sense of the All to the question of this
All's relation to God. Zaehner has Teilhard saymg: "When one reads the accounts
of certain Christian or pagan mystics or indeed the confidences of many apparently
quite ordinary men, one has to ask oneself seriously whether there is not a sort of
cosmic consciousness in our soul more diffused than individual consciousness, more
intermittent, but perfectly well defined- a sort offeeling of the presence of all beings
at once, not perceived as multiple and separate but as sharing in the same uruty- at
least in some future time ... " Zaehner remarks: "In 1923 Teilhard thought that
this experience of the All must necessarily pomt towards God. 'The All,' he then
wrote, 'with its attributes of universality, unity, and mfallibility (at least relatuve),
could not reveal itself to us unless we recognized God in it - or the shadow of God.
- And can God, onhis side, marufest himself to us except by passmg through the All,
by assuming the figure, or at least the clothing, of the All?' "

Here Teilhard is ready to go beyond Chr1st's coming merelyclothed 1 the glory
of the world". He entertains the possibility of Christ takmg on the world's very figure
- nay, he even conceives of Christ passing through the world, which means that the
world would be Christ himself not only assuming the look of the world for the sake
of self-manifestation but actually charging the world with his own being and getting
transmitted by 1t as if its glory were his outer self, though under the conditions
of a developing process. To the Teilhard of this passage the "clothing"-metaphor
is the minimum necessary rather than the max1mum poss1ble. The latter takes
Divinity to be making the All "the shadow of God", a reduced reflex or image or
duplication of Divinity in spatio-temporal terms, the being of Diviruty transposed and
exteriorised in an evolving universal form.

The solut10n Teilhard has offered in the passage from Le Mleu Dwn is not the
whole solution even he is capable of offering. It is a superficial, not an organic recon
ciliation between "the old faith in a transcendent God and a young 'faith' in an
immanent universe". The true solution glimmers out only m those parts of his wri
tings where in presenting through Christ "the synthesis of the created Universe and
its Creator" he seems, as de Lubac marks, to "naturalize Christ" to some degree even
while unmistakably intending to preserve Christ's supernatural status.

And, after all, if Teilhard wishes to build a living bridge between Evolutionism
and Christianity, he cannot but do as we have suggested. The very terms m which he
poses the religious situation brought about by Evolutionism require him in some
measure to "naturalize Christ" and thereby Christify Nature. To be convmced we

' Drugs, Mystcsm and Make-beleve (Collins, London, 1972), pp 177-8 The reference Zaehner
gves 1s. "Comment je cros (Editions du Seu1l, Par1s, 1969), pp 75-6 Written 1n 1923°and Ibd ,
p 77.
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have only to look at the picture he pamts time and again of this situatuon. Rideau
provides us with several glimpses of it, some of them carrying also Telhard's hints of
his fond belief that the picture does not call for a rejecuon of Chrisuanity but, on the
contrary, for a readJusted Christian frame to lend it proper definition.

Teilhard speaks of "the Soul of the world" havmg "spontaneously disclosed it
self" to the consciousness of our contemporaries and of its appearmg "to them as an
'extra', or antagonistic, or stronger absolute" than Christ "a new Messiah more
desirable than the old" (L'me du monde, 1918, 1n Ecrits, p. 227).'

We also read: "Some reasonable reconciliat10nmust be made, I am sure, between
God and the world, between the detachmgmysticism of Christianity and the inerad1
cable passion that makes our whole being vibrate when we experience something of
the soul of the mighty whole ofwhich we are undeniably a part" (Letter of 2 February,
1916, in The Makng of a Mud)?

Then we have: "For every modern mind (and the more modern the mind the
truer this is) . a sense is born- the sense of a umversal, completely specific, move
ment, by virtue of which the totality of things shifts as one whole, from top to
bottom, and in one block, not only in space but in a space-time (hyper-einsteinian)
whose particular curvature has the faculty of making what moves within it progres
sively more organized" (Du cosmos a la cosmogenese inLactvaton de l'nerge, p. 264).°
The idea of evolution is the perception of "this fundamental unity" (Ibd.).

Once again: "What is happenmg to the world now is that it is bemg spontaneous
ly converted to a sort of natural rehg10n of the universe that is mistakenly turnmg it
away from the God of the Gospel; and it is m that that its unbelief lies We must
carry that convers1on one degree further by makmg our whole lives show that only
Christ n quo omna constant ['m whom all thmgs hold together'] is capable ofmspmng
and directing the umverse's newly appreciated line of advance; thus from the very thmg
that produces modern unbelief, there may emerge the faith of tomorrow" (L'zncroyance
moderne. Cause profonde et rem&de, 1933, in Science et Christ, pp. 152-3)°

"It has become a commonplace to speak of Western civihzauon - the home of
the new mankindas materialistic. Nothing could be more unfair The West has
overthrown many idols, but by its discovery of the dmenson of the unverse and of ts
forward progress, it has sumulated a powerful mysticism. The whole question now is
to determine the truth of the Presence we believe we feel behind the fire of the universe,
and to give it a name" (Le Christansme dans le monde, 1933, in Science et Christ,
p. 136).°

"In future, the only religion for man is the religion that will teach him n the first
place to recognize, love and serve with passion the universe of which he is a part"
(Le sens humazn, 1929) 7 The idea of "a unity in convergence is the only one that can
be the basis of the morality and religion of a unverse whch s beng built on research and
progress. No conversion accordingly (if we may so express it) will be so deeply rooted

' Ibd,p 319.
° Ibd, pp 602-3

" Ibd,p 315 ·" Ibd,p 338. + Ibd,
Ibd, pp 305-6 7 Ibd,p 307
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as that which is now coming about under the disguise of modern unbelief" (La route
de lOuest, 1932).'

Then: "The humanist pantheisms we see around represent a completely youthful
form of religiona religion that (apart fromMarxism) has little or no exact formula
tion: a religionwith no apparent God and no revelation. But 1t is a religion in the true
sense of the word, if by religion we mean contagious faith in an ideal to which one's
life can be devoted . . . . A rapidly increasing number of our contemporaries are agreed,
from now on, in recognizing that the most important thing in life is to devote oneself
body and soul to universal progress -- that progress being expressed in tangible dev
elopments ofmankmd .... This can only mean that under different names (communist
or national-socialist, scientific or pol1t1cal, individual or collective), for the last hun
dred years we have been witnessing the positive birth and the building up of a new
faith: the religion of evolution" (Comment je crozs, 1934).2

Finally: "Contrary to an over-popular preconception, it 1s 1n Christianity (pro
vded 1t is understood in the fullness of its Catholic realism) that the pantheistmyst1
cism of all times, and more particularly of our own day (when it is dominated by
creative evolutionism) can reach 1ts highest, most coherent and most dynamic form,
the form which is most mstinct with worship."3

What we can gather from these delineations of the contemporary temper does
not admit of any doubt. The modern religious mtuition springs from the scientific
vis1on of a universe which is known to be a colossal unity advancing in its
complex wholeness towards a super-organisation of consciousness and which is thus
felt to be a blaze of beauty and power on the move as if it were a divine phenomenon
evolvmg through the ages its potentialities of perfection. "The religion of evolution",
"a sort of natural religion of the universe", "a powerful mysticism" teaching man
"in the first place to recogmze, love and serve with pass1on the universe of which he is
a part", "unden1ably a part" of "the mighty whole" whose secret "soul", "the Soul of
the world", has made itself perceptible to us andmade "our whole being vibrate" with
"pass10n" to its forward-calling convergence-effectmg "Presence" for which we have
yet no "name" but which is "antagonistic" to a "detaching mysticism" like Chris
tianity and tends to turn the world "away from the God of the Gospel" and, by settmg
the umverse afire to manifest it through "tangible developments", proves to be a
"stronger absolute" than "the old Messiah" - how can a religious intmtion
that comes alive in terms stressing the progressive "totality of things" and
mspiring the devotion of "body and soul" to the world itself and taking form,
however vaguely at present, as "humanist pantheisms" or as a "pantheist
mysticism . . dominated by creative evolutionism", be ever fulfilled by a Christ
such as Teilhard suggests when he tries not to break clean off from the

' Ibd,p 308
° Ibid, p 306
s "Introduction to Christ1amity'' (1944) mn Chsuanty and Evoluton (Collons, London, 1971),

pp. 171-2
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Roman Church - a Christ in whom all things are said to hold together but who
still is entrely different in being from the natural world and with whose divinity this
world 1s 1n no essential sense continuous? The "over-popular preconception", which
Tenlhard wants to contradict, is obviously correct. Chr1st to be "capable of 1spiring
and directmg the universe's newly appreciated line of advance" and of converting, by
himself becoming cosmic, "modern unbelief" to a religion of his own universality
and supplying it with a "form most mstinct with worship"- has to stand, for all his
aspect of transcendence, under the aspect also of "an immanent umverse" and present
himself "as the term of a movement which extends our worship of the concrete Real
(rather than tearmg us away from it)". Teilhard, in those moments when he dares to
dub himself not Catholic but "irreducibly 'hyper-Catholic' "1 and is ready to flout
orthodoxy, evokes the kind of cosmic Christ who could produce a Christianity
coloured "faith of tomorrow" which would at once remedy the shortcommgs, and ans
wer to the truth-sense, of "our generation, essentially pantheist because evolutionist."2

But will tlus kind of Cosmic Christ be anything more than Christie in name?
Can he correspond in any fundamental to the Saviour-figure emerging from the New
Testament? Do we not need to reckonwith only a novel Pantheos - one who Vedan
tically is the universe-constitutive aspect of a transcendent Reality and is the All
even while being more than the All? If so, why should basic Teilhardism, with its
root-function to save human1st pantheisms from remaining vague-visioned about
their God-sense and to give their central truth a revelatory name, be tied up with
Christiamty?

(To be contnued)
K. D. SETHNA

Letters to Leontune Zan;a, p 36
Human Energy (Collins, London, 1969), p 67.



PROBLEMS OF ENGLISH IN INDIA

A SEARCH FOR IDENTITY

(Ths s the Presdental Address by Dr. Ssrkumar Ghose at the All Inda
Enghsh Teachers' Conference held at Patna in January thus year.)

I

THE problems of English in India today are many, some of these beyond our control.
Issues like the official language and the medium of instruction are decided in political
meetings and not in the class room

However, to begin where the trouble starts, the epicentre, there is the unhappy
question of language teaching at the primary and school level and the qualifications
and aptitude of related teachers. Most of us are university or college teachers and
could not care less. This is not an honest or helpful attitude, since it is these students,
broken and bruised by a stupid system, who gravitate, in ever larger numbers, to our
so-called colleges and universities. It has long been an open secret that our umversities
are engaged in the mass manufacture of quasi-illiterate or even totally illiterate gradu
ates. Is this our contribution to national mtegration? Instead of death, English (or
Indish) the leveller? The fault may not be wholly ours. But what have we done to
prevent the disaster? In spite of the well-intentioned, well-equipped Central
Institute at Hyderabad, and its auxiliary branches, the results are not reassuring
Whose fault 1t 1s, 1s not easy to say. But there 1s muchmore to be done, especially in the
earliest stages. Where is the wll andwhere are the teachers? Unless, however, we are
able to tackle the problem at 1ts source our agom1es will Inger and prevent our higher
flight and ambitious projects. As it is, we have to deal with fairly divergent groups, a
multiple audience. There are the convent or Enghsh-medium school students and
there are the indigenous non-Enghshmedium products, a majority underprivileged for
no fault of their own. The contrast between the two groups can sometrmes be shock
ing. And smce we are teachers, I would like to raise the mevitable question, sharp
as a dagger pomted at our breast: How much do we care for our students? The
answer, if truthful, cannot be flattering. If there is a commumcation block, the
generation gap, the fault 1s largely ours. The unwanted majority, faced and fed up
with an irrelevant syllabus, meffectively taught, with outmoded methods of
instruction, followed by a questionable system of exammauon, and with no prospect
of a Job at the end of the long-drawn farce, feels naturally frustrated and furious.
They would be less than human if they did not. Smee this is an English Teachers'
Conference I have mentioned the student, for whom we hve but with whom for the
most part we have lost contact. It is not surprising that our tinkering and stylised
agonies mean less and less to hum.
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But to contmue with our saga. At a slightly higher level we are faced with the
syllabus muddle. In some cases the trouble starts earlier and goes deeper. English or
no English? In more than one benighted State, thanks to political dzktat, failure in
English is easily condoned. A populist decision, no doubt. But even where generosity
is not so grand or opposition to English less loud-mouthed ("Angrezi Hatao"), the
support, such as it is, is little more than mealy-mouthed. What can the poor teacher
of English - who in any case will be suspected of perpetuatmg a vested mterest - do
to set the balance nght? How many have the courage of a Dr. Sunitukumar Chatter
jee who told me to tell you "from the rooftop that by givmg up English we shall soon
revert to savagery"? As befits a Bengali, a little exaggerated but the meaning comes
through beautifully.

The syllabi at every level - school, P.U., Honours andM.A. reveal anomalies.
There is a gap not only between region and reg1on but also among unrvers1tes in the
same State. For the MA. course at one university there may be a whole paper on
Wordsworth or, 1f you are modish, on T.S. Eh1ot Another cheerfully skips Old and
Middle English only to fall, later, for Linguistics. Umversity X opts for Practical
Criticism 1mplying thereby that what they do elsewhere is neither practical nor critical.
There are places (on the increase) where the study of Eng. Lit. is an antechamber or
va dolorosa through which you pass on to Am. Lit Many of us are practismg bigamy
on the sly without perhaps being faithful to either. But, okmng apart, even those who
believe in pluralism and self-determination will agree that there should be a minimum
parity, if not broad-based uniformity, throughout the country, that will not leave us
with rival areas of darkness.

Our efforts at educat10n end with a degree or a job. Often the two go together. It
seems only the other day when research or thesis-writing was non est. Where is the
scope or need of doing research in India? said the wise sceptics and there rt rested.
Now we have changed all that, nous avons change tout cela. The Thesis (with a capital
T) Is now a flourishing campus mndustry. You might even call it a cottage industry.
Anyone who has the slightest knowledge of the workings of the mdustry cannot but
be struck by the valiant efforts at being non-critical. In some cases of course little
effort is needed. Most theses are approved, it is clear, on compassionate grounds and
the ingenuity expended in revalonzing sick doctors I am myself one, so please
don't be angry - seems worthy of a better cause.

What explams the craze, which is not confined to scholars only? Elementary,
Watson, elementary. Doctorate is status. In a hierarchically-inclmed society like ours
its popularity is not hard to explain. But there is a simpler, a more pathetic motivat10n
too. The thesis is a biological weapon for survival as well as for climbing. Without a
doctorate you are doomed or very nearly. Also it makes it so much easier to go abroad.
At the present rate of exodus the U.S.A. might have to tighten the 11nmigrat10n laws
lest there should be as many Brown Indians as Red. Soon the only Indians that
Matter - critical as well creative, Rajan as well as Raja Raowill be Ind1ans Abroad.
For some of our lost leaders "too long m the West" is never, never too long. The
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motives of most of our scholars, at home or abroad, budding or faded, may not bear
scrutiny.

No one den1es the advantage of specialization (where 1t 1s genuine) or of training
(where it 1s strict). But in India there 1s often neither and a half-baked, mushrooming
Ph.D. may domore harm than a good old M A. In any case, some of the best men in
the profess1on, then as now, have done without the dub10us decorat10n. Not only are
most of our unversitres wanting in research facilities and guidance (who will gmde the
gmde?), there is hardly anywhere the intellectual stimulus basic to this kind of mquiry.
Perhaps not every Indian umversity should be allowed to go in for a Ph. D. programme.
Also we might think over Professor Gokak's suggestion that a good translation, with
Notes and a critical Introduction, of an Indian classic, ancient or modern, may be
adequate qualification for such a degree. We might also one day hope for an
English Research Studies Centre. But whatever we may or may not do, let us weed
the rabbits and not reduce the highest academic distinct1on to the level of, say,
B.A. Pass. Please excuse these candid remarks; take them or leave them, as you please.

A word or two about critical Journals mn English. There aren't many. Some,
perhaps most, Indian universities publish Bulletins or Annuals with a varying fare.
But usually these have but a local hab1tat10n and name and not even the affiliated col
leges take any notuce. The subscribers' list of the university journals should be re
vealing. And yet some of these contain interesting, even outstanding contributions
which perish not because these have been published but because these have failed to
fertilise dialogue. The fault may not be the writer's.

In this connection one cannot but admire Professor C. D. Narasimhaiah's nearly
smgle-handed effort to keep The Laterary Crteron afloat, a model of courage, convic
tion and careful husbandry Nor can we forget the trans-creating Professor P. Lal and
his pals, a class by itself. There are also Journals hke Quest which try to maintain a
high standard and are usually generous to the Eng. Lit. tribe. As for the Indian
Journal of English Studies, kept going chiefly by its chief editor, Professor B. Das, the
range of top1cs is as varied as one might wish for. There 1s a splurge of talent, mostly
young. But how many of us have preserved its fourteen volumes, consult or refer to
them? The sad fact 1s, we ourselves do not care what our colleagues are doing by way
of thmking and writing. We seem to have insufficient mtellectual regard for the fra
ternity (perhaps not without reason!). In such an eroded atmosphere, where we are
only too ready to pick on others, dialogue has no chance. In spite of the history of
more than a hundred years we are still not a commumty. Not even this annual meeting
of a few lost souls, nourishing the forlorn hope in a social situation where our v1ab1lity
has shrunk from the reflected glory of imperial splendour to a drab, native, socialistic
anti-climax, can do anythmg about it except to scatter as best we may. No one expects
much out of us, perhaps not even we ourselves. Reporting last year's deliberations a
perceptive Lank article has said the unpleasant truth: writing about a conference of
Teachers of Englsh mn Ind1a was, 1t said, like writing an obituary notice.

And yet ..
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II

There are deeper issues, another dimension to the problem of English in India, it
could as well be an experiment in self-discovery. I know other views exist. Here is
mmne, a sort of confession of faith. Behind our championing of Indian writing in
English and the reaching out towards Comparative Literature lies what I would like to
call a Search for Identity and the conditions of true creativity. This means that we do
not, to use David McCutch10n's tart phrase, "encourage Indian writing in English to
be regarded as a dog walking on its hind legs." Since this short submission depends
upon certain premisses, let me state these first, which will make a lengthy exposition
unnecessary.

First, at the risk of being branded a heretic, what know they of literature -
especially "phoren" - who only literature know? Art and literature, like myth and
ritual from which they derive, are always part of a wider context, of man's growing
awareness, the ontological refinements of being. Secondly, what you are determines
what you can and shall be. As Krishna said, it is better to die following one's own
nature than to follow an al1en rule This should teach our neo-literates, in love with
the latest lost cause, the lesson they are loath to learn: the need for a radical self-exa
m1nation. Patriotismmay not be enough, but to pose as the elite because one has elect
ed to be an expatriate at home is a stance that should be seriously questioned. If we
think we can fool others and continue to be the bogus elite with plenty of privileges and
no function, we shall continue to be just bogus, no longer ehte. The moral is plain:
"Mine, 0 thou lord of hfe, send my roots rain." This does not mean asking every
one to become, overnight, a Hindu or a Vedantust. No, not that and Ind1a 1s not Hindu
only. What we say is that, placed as he is, the Indian teacher of English needs, along
with his own discipline, a sense of life, a sense of values and the past which may not
be wholly past. It cannot be helped if this calls for an understanding in depth of the
foundations of our culture. It is not asking for too much and would, in any case, be
obligatory anywhere. Literary studies are not for the uncultured, ignorant arm1es
brandishing withered branches. Yet how many- alas, how few- of us have even a
passable, much less an intimate knowledge and feeling for our arts and rituals, the
iconography, aesthetics and anthropology, all of which separately and together are
among the most telling revelations of a self-conscious and continuing civilisation?
The neglect, inexcusable as it is, has boomeranged. If our raison d'etre 1s now sus
pect, we have largely to thank ourselves. However cosmospolite, you cannot disown
your environment. Or, maybe, you can, at your peril. By trying to do so, by isolating
himself from the larger hfe of the people, the regional literatures as well as the classics,
by his extra-territorial loyalties, the Indian teacher of English has hurt himself. His
total irrelevance in the cultural context is its most telling comment. The least he can
do is to look sharp, admit a wide and natural relationship, realise the aesthetic poss1
bilities of the life and thought around him, including that of the tribals. If this involves
a little labour, he should not mind the price for learning. Responsible livmg is a har
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vest of tragedy, demands its pound of flesh. After all, his Angst cannot be greater
than the Buddha's.

Instead of pining to go and publish abroad - or achieve the infantile immortality
of being mentioned in a foreign footnote - let us accept our bilingual and dual role in
the encounter between civilisations. There s a paradox in the situation: How to re
main Indian in spite of acquiring English? The thing is not so hard as we think. We
have a long tradition of users of English - better English than obtains today - who
did not find 1t necessary to barter their birthright or rootedness. Thunk of Radhakanta
Dev of the Sabdakalpadrum fame. His English was as good as his Sanskrit. To be
l1eve Professor Gokak, "It was in the English class room that the Indian literary
renaissance was born." How to be at once critical and creative in a language not our
own and yet our own is the paradox that we have somehow to sort out. There is no
ready-made solut10n and today the quarrel of continents, cultures and categories is
outdated. We cannot be 'ourselves alone', but we can be ourselves. Fortunately, the
Ind1an mind 1s not only tolerant, 1t 1s easily drawn towards the universal and the per
manent behind the fleeting and the illusory. If this involves a little metaphysics, that
cannot be helped. Here you cannot av01d it. It is part of the landscape, our ethos,
semantics, phenomenology and that higher dream whose other name is a sense of
values East or West, the laws of bemng are not too different and a knowledge of these
laws or principles 1s not a mean acquisition. What these principles are, the Great
Tradition beyond and behind the many little traditions that have their day and are
heard no more, it is not for me to spell here and now. Enough to say that it exists
and its adm1ss1on does not in any way condemn one to the past tense. On the
contrary. Sanatana wa ntya nutanah, the Eternal is for ever new. This follows
naturally from the perennial philosophy: The Self is one, the forms are many.

Spmtuality, I confess, is the essence of sensitivity Alas, there is no knownmethod
for the imparting of sensit1v1ty. Then what shall we do? All that we can do is to want
this holistic awareness, a total commitment to a total environment that is not
exhausted by the local and the immediate In other words, we are but looking for
authenticity instead of the hybridism and parasitism that has invaded the profession
of Indian teachers of English who are often nenher Indian, nor teacher, nor, perhaps,
English-teaching. (For their part the English do not care a damn for what we do
or do not do.)

I hope this thinking aloud of mine does not scare you. Here are no ready-made
recipes but the gropings of a mind for over three decades which I have thought fit to
share with you since I may not have another chance. Correct me, if I amwrong. Help
me, 1f I am right. Whatever our personal preferences or limitations, we serve a great
cause, not English language and literature only. Let us do it together and honestly,
grve our best to the common pursuut.

Another factor, sadly neglected in the English faculties, is aesthetics. In our
syllabus as well as private reading we lump criticism from Aristotle to Allen Tate
but rarely is there any critmsm of criticism. I plead for Indian, Oriental and Compa
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rative Criticism and mention, at randon, four elders of the tribe: Ananda Coomaras
wamy, Brajendranath Seal, Rabindranath Tagore and Sri Aurobindo. I am not
asking you to accept them and their kin, any ofthem. But even a slight acquaintance
wIth their wide and subtle thought will give you depth and direction. True, a smat
termng ofaesthetics will not turn you into a critic. But 1t might give you legs to stand
on, self-consc10us values. And where it is really comparative, an enlarged awareness.
This does not mean crude amputation, indefensible parallels. No, it means a free play
ofthe mind, choosing amongpossibilities, including the possibility ofinsight. For this
it is not necessary to be a pundit. Take the following from one whowas not a pundit
but whose resurrection of insights and contribution to critical theory remains terra
ncogmta. Speaking of Shelley he wrote: "If the idea of a being not of our soil fallen
into the material life and still remembering his skies is admitted as an actual fact, then
Shelley was certamnly a living example of one ofthose luminous spirits half obscured
by birth ... The spiritual truth which had possession of Shelley's mind was higher
than anything that had opened to the vision ofany ofhis contemporaries, and its power
and reahty which were the essence ofhis inspiration can only be grasped, when it is
known and lived, by a changed and future humanity." Lest you think this a string of
idealised generalisations -what's wrong with idealism, anyway?-here is another
that goes to the heart of the matter: "But the one thing that is wanting (in him) is a
more ascetic force of tapasya economising and compressing its powers." To be an
Indian is not to be an antiquarian. The critic whom I have quoted spoke of "a chang
ed and future humarnty." Listen to a younger, but not too young, voice. He is writing
on Wordsworth. "Wordsworth may have misunderstood his function. He is not a
folk poet of simple villagers and backwoodsmen, but the first modern poet of disin
heritedminds." Are these criticisms to be ignored because they did not originate from
or have theirpremere abroad and did not receive the imprimatur of the Oxford or the
Princeton University Press? For the sake ofcommon sense and self-respect let us not
play second fiddle all our lives. It would be much better to be ourselves, to care for our
own, create a community and start a dialogue. There can be no question of turning
our backs upon the West. Only there should be a spinal cord somewhere. By being
rooted, only by being rooted, can we interpret and assimilate the West better. Look
homeward, Angel.

We have our inheritance, responsibility and rationale that goes beyond literature,
even if English language and literature are our immediate and special field. In that
fieldwe must stand up for standards at all levels at any cost. But we are not to use this
expertise only in a subservient way, only in the restricted milieu of a few privileged
professionals on the way out. We have other duties, a larger loyalty to a world of
values where there is neither Indian nor English, neither Jew nor Philistine but
Man. It is this out-reach ofMan, ofmany Epiphanies but only one Passion, that our
life and literary studies must clarify and celebrate. In the poet's words, the God of
Humanity has arrived at the ruined gates ofthe temple ofthe tribe. Here is a tradition
not in the sense of a musty heirloom handed down by ancestors at ease on Zion but

4
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something you painfully earn for yourself, write with your heart's blood. This 1s the
faith of a teacher of English in India, as I understand 1t, his pact with the cosmos.
Macaulay's "clerks" could also turn themselves mto clercs. The English language
which linked us to the world has still nobler uses open to 1t. It has served us well, it
can serve us even better, if only we know how.

Or who can tell for what great work in hand
The greatness of our style is now ordained?
What powers 1t shall bring in, what spirits command?

Kulam pavitram, janani krtartha, fare forward, voyagers.
Greetings of a fellow-traveller.

SISIRKUMAR GHOSE

MY OTHER FRIEND

WITHIN me smiles that other me
who knows in you that other you
who though you speak with harshness now
looks through darkness and archaic main,
and while your outer lips curl with disdain
and loveless shape their cruel row of words that hiss
and sear into my heart
behind the words there smiles my friend, my friend,
who looks h1s love
sweet-wounds me with a mystic kiss.

MAGGI
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SURYAMAN

(Continuedfrom the issue of Aprl 24, 1974)

BOOK I, CANTO II (Contd.)

EXECUTOR of the Summit's unmeasured birth,
Suryaman rose forgetting all his gloom
That masked his soul, his godhead in thorned chains,
Remembering vaguely all his origin's past,
A secret recallmg of his golden source,
The white and bourneless eternity of his soul.
The earth too rose unaware within hus breast
And remembered too its primal fulfilling skies
And meteor-suns from where its body came
Flaming untame, the rhapsody of God.
A groping hand touched now a forgotten key,
A hidden ache came back of all it had been,
Recalling the seed, the flame, the whispering star.
Where was the sun 1t had seen in other births,
The face, the eyes of a far enchanting dawn
That drew his soul to an undying chant
And roused in him the infant of the vast?
All came back slow, in a call, and in a thought,
A smile became the harbinger of a birth
Like a finger pointing to immortal shores,
Petals opening to unveil the deathless rose.
Cramped, shut, his eyes sought the elusive flare,
The ray that moved all things, the ancient seas.
A lightning struck his sleeping night, his breast;
A call echoed in the pit of inner spheres;
A conch pealed from a viewless sanctuary's shrine.
Recalling here all he had been and lost.
A soft memory stirred hs placid lake,
His mind's self-lost incoherent trance of the past
Was broken by the mcoming morning's spell,
The white surprise of an awakened rose,
A lotus thrilling to the dawn's outpour.
The vacant screen was lit by elusive sparks
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From other shores of revelations of birth
Casting its fugitive glow upon his soul
With mystical mgathering of his dreams
In the dumb chalice of his awaiting clay.
Above all was unveiled, a burning peak;
All was ready above the dormant sense
And supine lay his consciousness and the earth's
Essaying to recover all his birth had wrought.
Gradual like a slow incoming tide
All returned to his homing bosom's core
Those streams and dreams from his lost banished heart.
Upon the earth a new advent was close
A dawn of self-knowledge's resplendent spell,
The inner unbarring of a mystic door
To spaces far beyond the grasp of the hours.
Now woke a bud of Godhead and of Flame
Dispelling the chill and torpor of the past.
A morning here unveiled the undying face.

(To be continued)
ROMEN



SEVEN LIVES

A SAGA OF THE GODS AND THE GROWING SOUL

(Contnued from the ssue of April 24, 1974)

CHAPTER VI

Part 4

Now for both s1des the days dragged out. The Fort continued to hold and the Turks
remained entrenched upon the plain. Spring opened into summer, and the country
side surrendered itself to the imperious sun like a vanquished woman, while the
breezes at the summit of Deogarh verged on warmth at midday. But for Malik Kafur
on the plain the weather and the waiting had become all but intolerable. He glowered
up at the high crest of the rock with its royal eyrie and fretted with frustration, for
he had looked to a quick victory, an easy hot season in the bowers and palaces of
Deogarh's vanquished king, and a possible triumphant visit to Delhi by autumn if
circumstances favoured it. But this Rajput rajah had turned out to be a stubborn
brute, and his men seemed to hold to him with that sticky loyalty that made traitors
and spies difficult to come by.

Yet well into the middle ofMay Kafur ran across a piece of luck, meagre though
it was, and exploited it to its full advantage. His men had caught a servant girl trying
to make her way through the alleys of the ruined and pillaged city in the early hours
of the morning. When she was brought before hum 1n his tent, her clothes were al
ready drenched with the sweat of her fear, and they drew blood from her body with
the tips of their swords only twice before she began to talk. Her errand had been a
simple one and she had carried it out almost daily before the Turks had come. Her
father performed the function of healer at the Fort, being an expert in wounds and
fevers. Her work was to gather the herbs for his medicinal preparations, and these
she collected from the fields around the Fort; but only in desperationhad her parent
allowed her to go out this morning, for a few gangrene cases had developed among the
soldiers and the stock of the required herb had been exhausted several days before.

Kafur asked her next about the manned strength of the Fort, its wealth, its
livestock, and its armoury about which she gave approximate answers, for as a maid
servant she had not accurate knowledge of these things. And finally he had her
stripped and searched in his presence, partly for further information and partly for
his own pleasure. They found nothing on her, not even a piece of gold Jewellery,
but they did discover hanging on a silver chain around her neck a heavy, box-shaped
amulet with a tiny, hinged door. This Kafur tore from her with his own hand, and
with his own hand pried it open. Inside he found only the picture of an exquisitely
beautiful girl, and his eyes, that were those of a beast of prey, fastened upon it and
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softened for one flash instant. Then as suddenly, with a rumble of words, he was
Malik Kafur agam-"Who is this?"

The servant girl, beyond all dissimulation now, answered promptly, "Queen of
Deogarh, Kamal Rani."

"And why do you keep her picture around your neck?"
"Because ... because she gave it to me herself and because .. she is hke a god

dess!" the simple girl blurted out.
"Infidel!" her tormentor roared. "There are no goddesses-only women and

sows. Take her out. Whip her till her goddess comes to her rescue."
"Almighty Allah," he muttered to himself as his men dragged out the half

fainting girl.
He was alone now and the amulet was still in his hand. Idly, he sat down and

started to look at the picture, and something stirred in hmm The briefest image of
a childhood remembrance flashed through his mind, a remembrance of a field in the
sun, that had no visible meaning either in terms ofpossession or conquest, or ofutility
or fodder or croplandjust a field that existed for itself and for the light that shone
upon 1t. Similarly a face came to him, a face as without meaning to him as the field,
for he had seen it when he had not yet acquired the terrible visage of a full-grown
man. It had been the face of a six-year-old Afghan girl fresh as the dew on an un
opened rose, and it seemed that that face had been created for no man, for no purpose
except the joy of its unseen creator, who must have awoken one morning and on a
sudden impulse ofinward felicity blown it out as spontaneously as a wave throws up
foam.

Then suddenly, the strangest compulsion of all overtook Malik Kafur. He felt
he wanted to weep. The dark, habitual anger in him, the grey labyrinths of intrigue
and calculation, the yellow veins of treachery, all parted, and through the gap he felt
a self withm him that strove to cry out, that strove m its own dream-mute way
to tell him ... to tell him.... But it was a silent voice and the shriek was stifled. Only
the tears ofa wild, insensate frustration finally struggled to his eyes, andhe fought them
back with a savage choking roar. The tenderness that had so briefly welled within
hum sank back again and left in its wake a single idea. He would have the woman
whose picture was in the amulet He would have her not only because she was mar
vellously beautiful, but because she had shamelessly humiliatedhim. She had exposed
and disrobed before his own lynx eyes that which the world did not know he possessed
and that which he would gladly have suffocated on his own account, ifhe could have
done so without unbearable pain. But Kafur was not endowed with a heroic nature.
He was a man who ran frommany things, from the deeds ofhs own hand too terrible
to contemplate, from his own desires that drove hum as maddened wolves drive a
stag through a black forest, and from that which the picture had just uncovered in
him and for which he felt a shamefaced, ever-so-secret love, as well as a violent
distaste and intense sense of mortification. For the man and beast within him
waged a constant war with one another, a war in which the man sought to incarnate
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in the heart and body of the beast. And the pain of the struggle between the two was
the factor Kafur wished to escape with the most desperate urgency, yet could not.
Now, the voice of the man- or was it more a younger, tenderer boy?-was telling him
that he wanted the Rani of Deogarh that she might touch his hand and flood himwith
the beauty for which he yearned, while the beast was rebuttmg that he wanted her
for the sweet pleasure of revenge, and for the still sweeter pleasure of possessing or
destroying with fury all that exceeded its beasthood.

His mindmade up, Kafur shouted peremptorily and three men appeared instantly
at the opening of his tent. "Prepare to send a message to the dog of Doegarh," he
rumbled. "Bring the scribe." Scarcely a few minutes passed before a thin, stooped
individual holding pen and parchment arrived and seated himself. His pen moved
rapidly as Kafur composed the following lines:

"I have seen the face of your wife, King of Dogs, and I have made the necessary
arrangements to take her at my pleasure. In fact, she had continued to remain at your
side only by my indulgence, but now my patience is at an end, and I must have her
at once. Surrender her to me as a token of your goodwill and I shall end the siege.
My army will depart for Delhi immediately with the remuneration due to us and
you shall be left in peace. Ifnot, I will arrange to have your wife brought to me, as I
can send for her whenever I like, and shortly afterwards you yourself wll lose your
Fort, your wealth, your kingdom and your own Jackal's head. Your days are num
bered and surely you must have whatever little sense it requires to know it. My men
will be awaiting your answer outside the walls by this same time tomorrow morning."

The message sped on its way from beneath the battlements bound around the
shaft of an arrow and was hastily snatched up by Shankardev's men. Ten minutes
later, panting with the exertion they arrived with it at the closed door of the room by
the parapet of the royal quarters, and handed it to their lord. Stunned by its contents,
he nevertheless remained speechless for only a few seconds. Then he barked out two
brief orders: "Send my lieutenants to me and check the personnel of the Fort imme
drately to see if anyone is missing, either man, woman, girl or boy."

The men hurried off while the King wheeled and strode toward Kamal Rani's
apartments. He found her in her sleeping chamber and sank down on the rich, soft
floor covering beside her before she could rise to greet him. For some moments he
did not speak and then slowly as he gazed at her he took her hands inhis. The paper
with Kafur's message lay in his lap, while he looked into the beloved face and seemed
unable to find words. She too, hypnotized by his aching anxiety, remained silent until
she couldn't bear it any longer.

"My Lord, has something happened?" she whispered at last.
"Not yet, beloved ... not yet."
He put the paper mto her hand and she read it haltingly, word by word.
"Is there a traitor in the Fort- amongmy women?" she asked under her breath

when she had finished
"We will know shortly, but in the meantume- we can trust no one." The words
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were bitter in his mouth, as bitter as acid on healthy flesh, for Shankaradev had known
no traitors among his people, and his heart rebelled most violently at thinking evil or
ignominy of those whom he saw and depended upon each day, and who had sworn
their very lifeblood for him and his queen.

"Then it is better to die," she said echoing his unexpressed thought. "We live
by the grace of those who serve us and whom we serve in turn, but in mistrust there
can be no service and no life."

"You speak the truth, Kamal, but you speak the truth of a king or queen. And
to be that? In the end what is it but an occupation in life? At this moment we can
die as rulers of Deogarh, because somewhere a link of trust has been broken and we
have been betrayed. But, my love, we need not at the same time cease to react as simple
human beings. So long as I live I shall be a human being with an overpowering love,
and I will protect that love till my eyes no longer see and my pulse no longer beats
in my veins. No person will I allow to come near you save myself, nor will anyone
serve you food or sweep your rooms unless I am present. These precautions I must
take as a husband and lover, for to lose you by whatever ruse Kafur has in mind
would be infinitely greater agony to me than to lose Deogarh or to die the most terrible
death. For the body has its limits, Kamal, the heart and soul have none."

She fell uponhm and buried her face in his neck, her eyes dry with the numb1ng
impact of the new fear of Kafur's threat, while at the same time her whole body
raged with a cool but ferocious ecstasy, for she felt such a love to have been kindled
between herself and her lord that it could flame in the face of death and win. Thus
she felt supremely triumphant. He too sensed the white fire of that love, and the
delight of her body as it rested against his coursed through him until he drew her
face away from his shoulder and looked into it with such cascades of the love god
dess's passion that she drew her breath in and hid her face in his hands.

In that single instant and gesture, all the poison of Kafur's message was swal
lowed up, and the air in the room became clear and fresh againclear of bitterness,
clear of fear, clear of mistrust, and most of all clear of the taunting phantoms of
separation and death.

Five minutes later a rap sounded on the outer door and Shankaradev sprang to
his feet. He found Vikram Singh, his seniormost general, waiting for him at the
head of the stairs and called him onto the parapet. The general, a calm, competent,
middle-aged man, spoke straightforwardly and without preliminaries as was his
habit.

"In pursuance of your orders," he began, "I have seen personally to the check
of our people in the Fort. It is almost complete by now and we have indeed found one
person missing. I doubt if there will be any others because the rest are either too old
or too young to have come or gone anywhere. The missing one is the daughter of the
Fort Vaidya - the Queen knew her well and I have brought her father withme for
questiorung. Would you like to deal with him yourself?"

"Yes, call him in."
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The Vaidya, grey, spare and slightly bent with his sixty years was escorted by a
guard into the kmg's presence. Shuffling forward, he uttered a choked cry and fell
in an ignominious heap at his monarch's feet. Hus body shook with sobs and it be
came clear that it would be difficult for him to speak coherently for some time. But
his young nephew had come with him and presented himself to speak in his uncle's
place. His voice trembled with emotion as the words tumbled from him.

"Sire, please believe us. The old man 1s blameless. Since your great father's
time he has served the court and men of Deogarh, as have his forebears for six genera
tions. No breath of complaint have any ever dared to make of him. His daughter
too, my cousin, was brought up by him alone, her mother having died long since and,
from the time Her Highness Kamal Rani arrived at Deogarh, has looked upon her
and worshipped her as a goddess. She even carried about her neck an amulet with the
Queen's picture m it and would not take it off even to sleep. As for her leaving the
Fort, my Lord, 1t happened like thus. It is well known to all that since the siege began
not even a needle has passed in or out of the Fort, what to speak of a man or woman.
And yet in no way have we so far lacked for the main items of food or water, necessary
to stay alive. But by this last week, the Vaidya had completely used up his stock of
the herb that is needed for curing festering wounds. A number of our men had to
have only this to carry them from the scales of the dead to the scales of the living but
the doctor could do nothing to help them. The burden pressed on hum and his
daughter, Sadhana, until two nights ago the brave girl decided she must do something.
She said she would slip out of the Fort in the dark hours before dawn, collect the herb
and return by daybreak.

"With great reluctance her father agreed and the guards on watch let her pass
through the side portal, because it was their comrades who lay dying. Besides,
Sadhana swore to them that she would not fall, for she was as nimble as a cat."

"The black panther on the plain is greater and rumbler," Shankaradev broke in.
"For him to catch a kitten even in the dark is the work of a scant half hour."

The old Vaidya had collected himself by now and was crouching on his knees.
His face still glistening with tears, he looked up at the towering figure above him
and sad in a voice that cracked and tripped over itself, "My Lord, Sadhana
she is my daughter .... She cannot be a traitor. It was courage and pity that made
her go into the night - not treason, my Lord- not treason.... " And he fell to the
ground again weeping bitterly. "May the gods already have taken her life, before
she and her house . . . are defiled forever."

A long pause followed durmg which there was no sound but that of the old
man's sobbing. Then Shankaradev spoke.

"Faithful Vaidya, it is true that the royal house of the Yadavas of Deogarh
have known you and your father and your forefathers to be above complaint or
suspicion. Nor do I have any complaint or suspicion of you and your daughter now.
You have done your duty without remission and Sadhana acted with a courage all too
tragically great for her years and her skull. It is no easy matter to escape the eyes and
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hands of a trained army. My suspicions have been laid at rest andmy heart swells to
know that the spirit ofDeogarh and her people still survives intact."

An assenting murmur ran through the gathered courtiers. "Yet, dear friends,"
Shankaradev went on, "there is no need to hide from the truth. Our days of trial
have begun and this is but the first harbmger. Today we are short of medicines,
tomorrow it shall be grain and water. But as Rajputs we must see, as we always have,
that our bodies do not surrender our spirit, our honour, and the truth of our ex1s
tence as free men."

"You have nothing to fear, my Lord? It was Vikram Singh speaking. "We
shall endure to the end, each man among us. Let us fling Kafur's message away with
its treacherous lying as one throws off a poisonous snake, for it drips ofhis venom-
and not ours."

"Excellent," Shankaradev replied. "Prepare a message for Kafur then, saying
that the King ofDeogarh is not a merchant, but a warnor and a monarch. Kafur may
expect him to act as such, as mdeed the men ofDeogarh do. Taking these factors into
consideration, Kafurmay do as he likes. At what time he returns to Delhi, or what he
can take back with him, is his affair. The affair of the King of Deogarh is to defend
his land, his people, and his family; and barter does not enter into his conception of
defence. Have the scribe write 1t out in Kafur's own tongue and let the arrow to which
it is tied fly from the battlements at the appointed time tomorrow morning."

He looked down at the Vaidya who was still kneeling at his feet. "Come, faithful
one," the King said raising up the old man. "Fearmy anger no longer, and know that
I share the griefofyour daughter's loss. The Divine One shall reward her courage and
support herm her pain. Depend upon him, for He is the only one who can and must
unfailingly help. Now go and light the incense burners in your room. Dispel your
sorrow with the Divine peace and healing joy. Refresh yourselfwith the sweetness
and fragrance of the incense sticks you light for those who are recovering from the
deepest wounds, and not only will you feel revived, but your child may also have an
easier passage by virtue of your tranquil, God-illummed thoughts."

The old man listened enchanted, for it was as though the King had cast a spell
with his soothing words that seemed to come not merely from the Lord of the
Fort but from some deeper and more ancient source. For a moment it appeared
that in his emotion the Vaidya would rush forward and embrace his master like a
child, but he restrained himself and simply dropped down to touch the King's feet
one final time before departing.

The next day Shankaradev's answer was carried back to Kafur by his men and
the same evenmg Sadhana's mutilated body was dragged to the battlements by a
Turkish cavalryman, cut loose and left to be picked clean by vultures in full view
of Shankaradev's men.

(To be continued)
BINA BRAGG
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(Continued from the issue of Aprl 24, 1974)

MASS EDUCATION

THOUGH the subject of mass education does not quite fit m with the scheme of our
senes, yet it claims a place of its own.

The Time-Spirit demands the resurgence of Spiritual India. The mass mind
today is moulded by the thought and action of the West, especially America and
Russia. Anything spectacular done there at once attracts the notice of all. If there is
any attraction for anything Indian, it is philosophy, yoga, spirituality. We find today
that the voices of yogis are heard and followed more intently than those of the poli
ticians. The light of ancient India captured the head and heart of the East, but the
spirituality of renascent India is slowly, imperceptibly penetrating into the affluent
lands of the West.

The emerging consciousness must be allowed free play. The very method of
people's thinking must undergo a change and the mass mind must be prepared.
This speaks for the utility of mass education.

There is no diversity of interest m our students. No big project in life. The idols
of our youth are not Vivekananda or Ramatirtha, Nehru or Subhas Bose, not even
Tagore or Tata. All they hanker for is a job. At most to be a professor, a scientist
or an engineer is their aim. Poor mdeed is the evolution of the consciousness of our
younger generation. Our boys and girls have forgotten what Nehru used to tell his
daughter Indira: "Always think big"

Mass ignorance is the greatest weakness of any nation. What is urgently needed
is a change in our mental attitude This has to be done by imparting proper education
to the people at large. These must be prepared to take up new ideas. The Mother has
gone but She lives in Her ideas. They will be her true children who take up Her
ideas and live the ideal, become the ideal.

You cannot contribute anything that is not in your character. Not long back
(September 28, 1973) in broad daylight (at 10 a.m.) the driver of the cash van of the
Union Bank of India was shot in his abdomen and thrown out of the vehicle by two
bandits in New Delhi. Not one of the hundreds of witnesses made a move to help the
wounded man for fear of being involved. The ruffians made away with Rs. 600,000
worth of currency notes but none chased the van.1

How apt was Sri Aurobindo's reading of our national character as it has degene
rated today! Defimng the difference between the English and ourselves m the contem
porary world he wrote once in his political days that 1f there was an acc1dent and
someone was knocked down by a car, the passers-by in India would cast a curious

' Rs 480,000 were later recovered by the police.
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look and move on, but if an Englishman happened to be there he would rush to give
him first-aid or take hum to the nearest hospital.

The same idea has been brought out by an eminent writer m these ironic words:
"A Hindu means a philosopher. Two Hindus means a debate and three Hindus

means confusion and quarrel. While one Englishman means one idiot, two English
men means two idiots and three Englishmen means one of the greatest forces m the
world."

In the India of today, there 1s also lack of un1ty as between the different parts
of the country. Bengalis and Biharis fall out; Maharastrians and Kannaris are at
loggerheads. The atmosphere of the land is vitiated by provincial discrimination
and suspicion. Who is to be blamed for all these faults of our present national cha
racter?

Once somebody complained to Rajendra Prasad: "Government officials are all
immoral and corrupt."

Rajendra Prasad held the naton in general responsible. His reply was sharp:
"If you all improve so that you become perfect gentlemen with sound principles

and large-hearted natures, your officers and leaders also will improve. There is no
other way to correct them."

Now, how are we to improve the character of both the people and the officers?
Can yoga give some practical hints?

He who does not want to mend his ways is not fit to take up Yoga. The building
of character is the first demand of Yoga.

It is always character that makes or unmakes a natuon. A change in any field is
possible only if there comes a change inman's method of thinking and mode of living.

What was the state of affairs in Chinese society as a whole?
The white-collar class, once it had succeeded, either by inheritance or by the

benefit of a college degree and successful civil examination, refused to associate with
the blue-collar proletariat. There was an ancient tradition that the educated civil
servant need not dirty his hands with physical labour but now even faculty members
are forced to spend sometime teaching in rural areas or working in factories, some of
them small enough to be run by the universities themselves. This plan is designed to
spread education among the people and keep the professors in touch with the masses,
learning from their needs and experiences. It is too early to measure the ultimate
value of the novel educational approach but the logic behind the mass education is
understandable.1

Yoga proclaims that in each man there is God and that man can realise Him.
Another salient feature of Yoga is that it asserts the spiritual basis of the world. Yoga
wants each of us to discover himself and grow divine. The only condition for mak
ing lfe successful and beautiful is to make God a life-and-death quest1on.

India being a secular state there are educationists who hold the view that religion
should have no place in the field of education. This interpretation of secularism is

Adapted from an artucle, "New Approach to Education m Chua", by C L. Sulztergar
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not valid. Secularism simply means tolerance- it affords equal opportunity to live
together whatever religion one professes.

To those in whose estimation Yoga has no place in education Sri Aurobindo's
straight reply is that then there can be no all-round growth Certain qualities can
be developed only by the practice of Yoga. For instance, it is Yoga which can free
the human heart from hate and horror and establish there true peace and harmony.
So long as man does not realise this truth, life is bound to be a pawn of the dark forces
which will not allow the world to be free from fear. So all depends upon the system
of education mto which a child is initiated.

We claim ours to be a Welfare State. Then its amm should be the raising of the
standard of living of the unpnvtleged masses. But, instead, all the benefits are enjoyed
by the privileged few. This is because the Indian masses do not know how to assert
themselves in the right way. There is no master-mind to awaken their sleeping soul.

Ifwe don't want to remain worthless pigmies each ofus must probe and ponder:
Must we reach the end of life m endless search for happiness or "hunting for happi
ness In the heart of pain'', as Sr1 Aurobindo says in Savtr?

Bertrand Russell writes in his book, The Conquest of Happness :'
"In adolescence, I hated life and was contmually on the verge of suicide, from

which, however, I was restrained by the desire to know more mathematics. Now, on
the contrary, I enjoy it more. This 1s due partly to having discovered what were the
things that I most desired and having gradually acquired many of these things."

Likewise each of us should discover himself and then he will find a new force
developing in him. One should go through life and learn by experience. Care
should be taken that one is not torn by envy, lust and greed. Among the subjects
Russell deals with in his book are envy, fear, sex, sin and the hke. Regarding envy at
one place he says:

"I am earning, let us say, a salary sufficient for my needs. I should be content,
but I hear someone else, whom I beheve to be in no way superior is earning a salary
twice as great as mine. Instantly, if I am of an envious disposition, I begin to be eaten
up with a sense of mJustice. For all this the proper cure is mental discipline, the habit
of not thinking profitless thoughts."2

All these are priceless stones but how to bnng about a change in the outlook
of the people at large?

A mortal becomes immortal when he lives an ideal. Let at least one teacher,
one student in a school take a vow to dedicate himself to the cause of the country and
he will be an example to the masses. The world today needs cultural and spiritual
heroes.

The pessimist might say, "How poor is man! How little hus capacity and scanty
his resources! What can a man do single-handed?" But history testifies how great
are the deeds of men of action and character. Do the great discoveries of the world

1P. 15
° Ibd, p 53.
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not sing the song of such men? These are instances of theg ifted ones, the born
leaders. Let us come to the level of the common man.

I happened to read the hfe-story of a Christian Missionary. He used to preach
in a street-corner every day. He preached in this manner for forty years. One day
someone asked hmm, "How many Christians have you made till today?

"One,'' was his small reply. When asked, "Forty long years and one disciple!
Was it worthwhile?", he rephed smilingly. "After my death there will be at least one
to carry on my work of preaching the message of Christ."

Can literature play a part in the education of the masses?
Each nation has 1ts own ingrained tradition. In Western countries, when some

one earns a lot or inherits a big property, so great is his love for the country that he
gives away his all for the well-being of the nation - for some research work or for
the development of an educational institution. Here in India if people earn a lot of
money they build temples or Dharamsalas - free lodgmngs for pilgrims. Few think
about the publication of mass literature as well

If it is true that French literature did the groundwork for the French revolution
and Russian literature for the Russian revoluton, then the role that literature plays
in making and unmaking the character of a race cannot be denied.

Today the Russ1ans and Chinese have flooded their countries with their litera
ture to express their cherished ends and have done all in their power to impress people
with the efficacy and brilliance of their ideology.

The world is hungry for spiritual food but we are not able to mass-produce
healthy and life-giving literature. The mass-mind must be prepared by the produc
tion of such literature - one that warms and uplifts. Is 1t without significance that
the Sikhs worship their religious book, the Guru Grantha as the Guru himself?
And invariably they draw inspiration and timely help when tossed by the roaring
sea of hfe.
In 1969 an idea came to a devotee of the Mother that the Hindi version of Sri

Aurobindo's books should be available by the Birth Centenary Year of Sri Aurobindo.
He had bought a piece of land and thought of starting a factory for electrical goods.
But he changed his plans. There now stands a fine building housing the "All India
Press'' with a photo-composing machine of which kind there are only two or
three in India. The photo-composing of Bengali and Gujarati is done for the first
time in our country.

He earned the gratitude of us all by bringing out 30 volumes of Sri Aurobindo
in English, 2o volumes in Hindi, 1 o volumes in Bengali, 8 volumes in Gujarati and
3 in Marathi. His press often receives printing orders from foreign countries and
books are shipped abroad earning valuable exchange.

In the Fourth National Book Fair held in Madras in December, 1970, under
the aegis of the National Book Trust, the Ashram Press received National Awards
for two consecutive years for the excellence of printing and binding of the De Luxe
Edition of Saur and other Centenary volumes.
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The All India Press volumes came to be known as the Popular Edition. Even
those who would not like to spend Rs. 50/- on books, felt inclined to go in for the
whole set worth Rs. 500, drawn by the love of Sri Aurobindo's literature.

It was due to the spread of Sri Aurobindo's literature at a very low price that
Sri Aurobindo's words have reached even the lower strata of society. One man in
Orissa, a professor, may be said to be responsible for the existence of nearly 3000 Sri
Aurobindo Study Circles in Orissa. Two schools are running there. A Student
Youth Association is formed, an attempt is being made to open a Sri Aurobindo
University. Navayyoti- a quarterly in Onya- has its own buildmg and Press in
the Ashram.

The professor leads a celibate life and seems to be immune from those lower
elements that make a manmean and selfish. It is by the force of character that he rules
the hearts of the man-in-the-street, as well as the elite of Oriya society, even Govern
ment officials. He is always ready to lend a helpmg hand to anyone from his
province who intends to stay mn the Ashram. Orissa - considered the most backward
of all the provmces - has set an example for others to emulate.

(To be continued)

NARAYAN PRASAD

POEM FROM THE SEA

LIKE many small waves which rise out of the sea
And arrive the same time at the shore,
Overlapping and merging in harmony,
Becoming one sea as before,

Each of us flows on our way,
Receding into our own
And coming together, our play.
The need of our oneness is shown.

Our direction is one no matter how high
Individual nature may rise.
Each drop of the ocean peacefully lies
Reflecting the limitless skies.

LORETTA
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WE find ourselves today on the threshold of a New Age, tantalizingly near to a new
order of existence, of which the key is held by our groping fingers. A
stage has been reached where the human mind has been suddenly arrested in the
midst of its dazzling display of scientific acluevements and its extraordinary exten
sion of the knowledge of the material universe around us. But this triumphant and all
dominating materialistic Science of the present century and its staunch ally Reason
find themselves dangerously on the brink of getting toppled by some Force beyond
Matter, a mysterious Force which they can neither apprehend nor combat the
Force of spirituality, which in common parlance 1s known as Yoga.

The tendency towards spiritual seeking and a quest for a consciousness beyond
mind came mto prominence as a result of a disappointed recoil from the r9th-century
Rationalism andMaterialism, a marked dissatisfaction with the pretended omniscience
and ommpotence of Reason and Mind and a consequent "feeling out for something
deeper". Previously all phenomenon was looked at m a very dogmatic scientific
perspective. The scientist's criterion of Reality demanded a physical actuality and
objectivity and a capacity of 1ts becoming an object of our outer consciousness. The
phenomenon had to be acceptable to that part of Reason or Mind which builds and
depends on the external data acquired by the physical senses and considered by it as
the one solid reliable source of knowledge. Any phenomenon that did not fit into
these narrow preconceived bounds was branded rather suspiciously as "metaphysics,
mysticism and moonshine'

However, the truly scientific mind whose very essence is a seeking for true
knowledge, even if it be through zigzags of error and a confused semi-lit power of
perception, could not ignore the mtimations from the mysterious Unknown Realm
beyond, and troubled by the pressing persistence for ascertamment the scientist has
been helplessly hurled into discovering a new dimension of Reality. Awakened from
a state of numb indifference to the awareness of an acute dissatisfaction with its own
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methods and results, Science has been driven to hunt for somethingmore satisfying,
more permanent, more luminous.

The latest discoveries in Psychology and the new developments of Science have
brought about a tremendous change in modern thought. Psychology has come to
recogmse the existence of a consc10usness beyond the mind and the intellect, more
refined and powerful in its influence and subtly determining our actions, and Science
is reluctantly admitting that it has, as yet, explained only processes andhas been unable
to tackle the fundamental Reality. Sri Aurobindo, however, points out the flaws of
Science even in its attempt to explain the process. He says: "Science, like most
mental and external knowledge, gives you only truth of process. I would add that it
cannot give you even the whole truth of process; for you seize some of the ponder
ables, but miss the all-important imponderables; you get, hardly even the how, but
the conditions under which things happen in Nature."1

Further, he remarks on Science that "the scheme it has built up of the evolution
not only of this rich and vast and variegated material world, but of life and conscious
ness and mind and their workings out of a brute mass of electrons, identical and varied
only m arrangement and number, is an irrational magic more bafflmg than any the
most mystic imaginat10n could conceive". 2

The emergence of spiritual truths and ideas and supernormal yogic experiences
has frankly surprised and confounded Science and Reason, as the ground on which
they stood so firmly seems to be giving way. The scientists and rationalists are dis
concerted by the fact that their own theories, based on a complete exclusion of all
notions of subjective spiritual Reality, are gradually disintegrating into ludicrous
fallacies.

It is only a matter of time before there is a complete "reversal of our view both
of the subjective mmd realties and objective physical realities so that they are seen
as things phenomenal, secondary, dependent upon the truth of self and the realities
of the spm1t".°

In spite of this, the rat10nal mmd clmgs on to its old moorings. It is too arrogant
and self-confident to accept the Higher Knowledge which delves deep into the
very source of existence and arrives at a profound revelation of the fundamental
spiritual Reality by a total identity with it. It insists on interpreting the Higher
Knowledge in its own mental way and by its own mental standards. It still wallows
in the comfortable delusion that it has a passport and a right of entry into every sphere
of universal existence.

Now the question we may ask ourselves is whether this claim of Reason is valid.
To answer that basic quest10n, a review of the nature of the higher spiritual

knowledge attained through Yoga, and the capacity of Reason and Science in rela
t1on to that knowledge, 1s essential.

The Raddle of Thas World (1933) p. 42.
° Ibid, p 43.
' Sr Aurobmndo The Lafe Dwmne (American Ed1ton), p 423

5
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The spiritual view of existence regards body, life and mind not as ends in them
selves but "as first instruments of the soul, the yet imperfect instruments of an unseized
diviner purpose".1 The mind is an instrument of man's inner spiritual being, of which
in fact everything is an expression. This deeper view sees the Infinite pervading all
finite things in the universe. These things are to be Judged in relation to that deeper
truth of the Infinite, of which they are the "imperfect translation" and towards which,
by a more luminous expression of that truth, they are all labouring to arrive. The
spiritual man sees a greater and more comprehensive Reality than the phenomenal
and the physical, "not only behind man and the world but withinman and the world".

Now let us consider the nature of the mind's workmg on which Reason and
Science depend for their knowledge. The value and content of all knowledge
subjective or objective- rests on the manner of knowing and on the nature of the
particular instrument used for attaining that knowledge. Reason and Science start
from a certain amalgamation of sense-perceptions which are received, then classified
in a coherent system. From this systematic classification emerge certam deductions
or conclus10ns which are formulated as laws on which are based the possibilities of
prediction. An unprejudiced view of these constituent elements of the mental way
of knowledge would reveal their inherent limitations. Observation, for instance, can
never be wholly objective. Reason sees the world through the "prism" of the observ
ing faculty which is never free of bias and predilections. The inferences from sense
experience that Reason draws vary with the observer. Since the way of seeing and
observing a thing can never be identical 1n two persons, Science has been compelled
to recognize "the necessity of personal equation and has created an imaginary observer,
a 'meanman' as the standard of reference". 2 Another limitation of mental observation
is the limited scope or field and the limited amount of data on which it has to base
itself, its tendency to look at thmgs in "segmented divisions" and selecting "one
segment of the whole as if 1t were the whole Reality". The classification and the
consequent deduction, derived from such a narrow range of facts and valid only in
their immediate relation and in a restricted bound of space and time, thus alienate
themselves further from Truth and certainty.

The very foundation of Science is shaky and 1secure as it excludes the funda
mental truth of the Divme Reality. Says Sri Aurobmndo: "There is no fundamental
sigruficance in things if you miss the Divine Reality; for you remain embedded in a
huge surface crust of manageable and utilisable appearance. It is the magic of the
Magician you are trymg to analyse, but only when you enter into the consciousness
of the Magician himself can you begin to experience the true origination, significance
and circles of the Lila."3

So vast and infinite is the knowledge of that Divine Reality that to it "all science
put together 1s a bagatelle".'

' Sr Aurobmdo, The Human Cycle (1949), p 281
- Noli1 Kanta Gupta, "Ratuonal1sm", 1n Collected Wo»ks, Vol I, p Io
s The Rddle of Ths World (1933) P 44 + Ibid
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Sri Aurobindo expresses a similar idea very vividly in an aphorism: "To see the
composition of the sun or the lines of Mars is doubtless a great achievement; but when
thou hast the instrument that can show thee a man's soul as thou seest a picture,
then thou wilt smile at the wonders of physical Science as the playthings of babies."

The whole issue between Science and Reason on the one hand and spiritual
knowledge on the other rests upon what Sri Aurobindo calls one simple question:
"Is mental consciousness with its groping inquiry, endless argument, unquenchable
doubts, stiff and unplastic logic something superior or even equal to the Divine Con
sciousness or is it something inferior in its action and status ?"2 Ifit is superior or equal
then all seeking in spirituality for the Divine is meaningless and superfluous, but
"if it is inferior, how can it challenge, judge, make the Divine stand as an accused or
a witness before its tribunal, summon it to appear as a candidate for admission before
a Board of Examiners or pin it like an insect under its examining microscope?"3

With the limited finite consciousness of our rational mind it is not possible to
arrive at a true realisation of the Infinite Reality.

But it is necessary to note that along with these drawbacks, Science and Reason
have also a brighter and more positive side to them and in any integral view of life this
will have to be taken into account.

One of the most important conclusions reached by Science is that the world as
we see it is an illusion; things are not what they apparently seem to be. It is the con
struction of our sense-organs that puts us 1n relation with the world ma waywhich is
totally superficial, illusory and unreal. This conclusion of Science is entirely valid
and conforms to the view of Yoga about our normal perception of the external world.

Further, the indispensable and priceless service rendered by rationalistic and
scientific Materialism to humanity cannot be ignored. Reason has helped man to
rise above a purely vitalistic barbarian existence by its higher control and government
of the vital and phys1cal parts of his nature. It has uplifted, refined and subjected
them to a disciplined obedience to the enlightened intellect and will, and it has suc
ceeded to some extent in making life the instrument of the aesthetic, ethical and
rational ideals - in a word, Reason has lifted man from sheer barbarism and infused
into him a more illumined consciousness.

Another great service rendered by Reason and Science to the forward progress
of humanity has to be noted. The mysterious occult and spiritual worlds and powers
which are beckoning us, can be safely integrated into our life only if the "intellect
has been severely trained to a clear austerity". For, seized on by unripe minds they
lend themselves "to the most perilous distortions and rmsleading imaginations and
actually in the past encrusted a real nucleus of truth with such an accretion of per
verting superstitions and irrationalising dogmas that all advance in true knowledge
was rendered impossible".

1 Thoughts and Aphorsms (1958), p 18
"" On Yoga, Tome One (1958), p 184.
4 The Lafe Dwne (Centenary Edmon, p 1o
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To evade any possibility of thus happening, a clear, disciplined, discrimmatmg
mtellect is indispensable as a basis for that greater knowledge. The rationalistic ten
dency of Materialism has rendered this great service to humanity by insisting upon
such a disciplined intellect in its search for truth.

"It is necessary," affirms Sri Aurobindo, "that advancing Knowledge should base
herself on a clear, pure disciplined intellect. It 1s necessary too that she should correct
her errors sometimes by a return to the restraint of sensible fact, the concrete realities
of the physical world. The touch of Earth is always remvigorating to the son of Earth,
even when he seeks a supraphysical Knowledge . . . . 'Earth is his footmg' says the
Upanishad whenever it images the Self that manifests in the umverse. And it is cer
tainly the fact that the wider we extend and the surer we make our Knowledge of
the physical world, the wider and surer becomes our foundation for the hgher
knowledge, even for the highest, even for the Brahmavidya."1

The rationalistic scientific mind can transcend itself and become a conscious
instrument of the Spirit only when it recogmzes that true happiness and fullness of
being does not lie in the use of Reason and Science for preparing a life of utmost
comfort and prosperity but much more and essentially in a luminous self-knowledge
wluch will make us conscious and victorious in all the ranges of our existence, in an
enlightened mastery of the outer as well as the inner worlds. This honesty and in
tellectual sincerity can come only when Reason and Science shed their obscuran
tist shell of mental prejudices and materialistic short-sightedness. Signs are already
visible on the horizon towards such a change. Sri Aurobindo gave this prophetic
assurance when he said about modern Materialism: "Since its very soul is the
search for Knowledge, it will be unable to cry a halt; as 1t reaches the barriers of sense
knowledge and of the reasoning from sense-knowledge, its very rush will carry it
beyond and the rapidity and sureness with which it has embraced the visible universe
is only an earnest of the energy and success which we may hope to see repeated in the
conquest of what lies beyond, once the stride is taken that crosses the barrier "

It must, however, be clearly understood that if the materialistic mmd obstmately
clings on to 1ts natural methods and is unwilling to come out of its grooves, it will not
be able to fathom these inner discoveries and experiences of self-being and cosmic
consciousness, not even the true mystery of telepathy and clairvoyance and all other
supraphysical phenomena. Because the physical mentality does not have any exper
ience of these things, all its attempts to sound the supraphysical Reality will prove
futile, inevitably leading humanity into an embarrassing cul-de-sac.

"To know," says Sri Aurobindo, "to use rightly we must go beyond the truth
of physical phenomenon and process, we must know what is within and behind it.
For we are not merely embodiedminds; there is a spiritual being, a spiritual principle,
a sp1ritual plane of Nature. Into that we have to heighten our force of consciousness
to widen by that still more largely, even universally and infinitely, our lower life and

Ibd,p II.

° Ibd,p 13
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use it for greater ends and on a larger plan, in the hght of the spiritual truth of exis
tence.?

This is the true and right method of subjective knowledge which Yoga makes
available to us - an Integral Yoga taking an mtegral view of existence, uplifting
Mind in its all-embracing sweep and making it an enlightened sincere servant of the
suprarational truths of existence and the spiritual knowledge and action. Supraphy
sical knowledge enhances and illumines world-knowledge, while world-knowledge
culmmates in the supraphysical behind the world. A Yoga that does not reconcile
the two 1n a supreme transcendence, but exclusively concentrates on the Spirit and
considers all else as an unreal spectre of the Self, will lead us into a "radical ascetic
spiritual realisation" but not to a catholic integral and satisfactory solution of the
truth of cosmic and individual existence.

The ideal solution of the problem would be m a reaffirmation of the eternal truth
of the Self which embraces but also surpasses the truth of Reason and Science. Phi
losophy then would become the handmaid of the Supreme Truth that underlies all
existence, and Its aim and function would be to arrange the data given by the various
means of knowledge, excluding none, and put them into their "synthetic relation to
the one Truth", supreme and universal, and eventually, to prepare a basis for spiritual
reahsation and the growing of the human being into hls divine nature.

Science would preoccupy itself with throwing an additional light on the Spirit
of the universe and the Divine's way in things and with new psychical research which
will start from Spirit as the first and fundamental truth, and which will finally act
upon lfe and matter with the pure power of mind and of that whlch surpasses it.

The Integral Yoga would eventually find the right harmony by developmg
"the most profound and vital methods of psychological self-discipline and self
development so that the mental and psychical life may express the spiritual hfe
through the utmost possible expans1on on 1ts own richness, power and complexity"
and finally by "pouring the power of the spirit into the phys1cal mould and mental
instrument so that man may develop his manhood into that true supermanhood which
shall exceed our present state as much as this exceeds the animal state from which
science tells us we have issued". 3

I end my speech by reading a short poem of Sri Aurobindo which pomts to this
evolutionary ascent in words of revelatory significance:

ELECTRON*

The electron on which forms and worlds are built,
Leaped into bemg, a particle of God.

A spark from the eternal Energy spilt,
It is the Infinite's blind mmute abode.

' Ibd, pp 731-2. ° Ibd, p7 " Sr Auobmdo, "Our Ideal, m Arya, Vol II,p 79
Collected Poems (Centenary Ed1ton), p 130.
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In that small flaming chariot Shiva rides.
The One devised innumerably to be;

His oneness in mvIS1ble forms he hides,
Time's tmy temples of' eternity.

Atom and molecule in their unseen plan
Buttress an edifice of strange onenesses,

Crystal and plant, insect and beast and man, -
Man on whom the World-Unity shall seize,

Widening hus soul-spark to an epiphany
Of the timeless vastness of Inf@m1ty.

SRI AUROBINDO

MAURICE SHUKLA



EYE EDUCATION

PALMING

WHEN the eyes are tired, closing the eyes for a moment clears the vision and a kind
of relief is felt m the eyes. But as some light still comes through the closed eyelids,
a still greater relief can be obtained by excluding thus light as well. This is done by
covering the closed eyes with the palms of the hands in such a way as to avoid pres
sure on the eyeballs. This practice is called 'PALMING'. When the eyes with
normal sight are closed and covered so as to shut out all light, the retina of the eye
does not receive any light and the result is that one sees or experiences a perfect
black. Palming is one of the best methods for relieving and securing relaxation to
improve eyesight.

While palming it is good to imagine something black as a letter of the Snellen
eye chart, a piece of black velvet, black paint, a curtain, coal-tar, etc. For some people
it is difficult to recall the memory of a black object but they find it easy to recall the
memory of pleasant and familiar obJects, e.g. a boat floating on a river, a flower, etc.
Girls like to imagine their dolls, boys like to imagine a game of cricket or table-tennis,
mothers like to imagine the faces of their children. When the imagination is perfect
according to the reality, one sees a perfect dark before the eyes while palming.

Some patients while palming see all sorts of colours but not black. This is due to
an effort to imagine or see something. Such patients may try the following method:

Take a piece of black velvet and put it on a cushion which is bemg used to rest
the elbows while doing palming. Look at the black velvet for a second and imme
dately close the eyes for about half a minute; repeat thus ten or twenty times tll you
find that the imagination of black can contmue.

(To be continued)
DR. R. S. AGARWAL

The School for Perfect Eyesight, Pondicherry


